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.BURY. LANCS: Shellpost, 183 The Rock, Bury, Lancs. 061797 7146
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CARLISLE: R&S Supplies, 29 Lamb Street, Upperby, Carlisle. Carlisle 38172
CHELMSFORD: Chelmer CB, 51 Broomlield Road. Chelmsford, Esse,. 0245 351041/87698
CHELTENHAM: Breakers Yard, 1 Moorend Terrace, Croft Street. Cheltenham, Glos. (0242) 39783
CORNWALL: Mid Carnwall CB Store, Trenanes Road, St. Austell. 0726 5429
DERBY: RTS. 60 Osmaston Road, Derby. 0332 41235
GREENFORD: Sound Around. 114 Ruislip Road, Greenfard, Middlese,. 01·575 5030
HARROGATE: Riggers, 157 Kings Road, Harro9ate. iD423168851
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LONDON: Mobile Stereo, 360 York Road, London SW1B. 01·870 7362
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NEWPORT: Breakerwav CB Centre, 101 Alexandra Road, Newport, Gwent, Wales. 0633 213332
NORTHAMPTON: Motorsound, 196a Keltering Road, Northampton 10604) 27405

.OXFORD: Marston Auto Parts, B Cherwell Drive, Marston, Oxford (OBG5} 61668
PETERBOROUGH: CB Radio Shack, 91 Midland Road, Peterborough. 107331 41007
ROM FORD: Delta Electronics, 972 Eastern Avenue, Newburv Park, Romford. 01·590 2240
ROYAL TUNBRIDGE WELLS: Charlie Bravo, 103 Camden Road, Royal Tunbridge Wells. 0892 34207
SCOTLAND (INVERNESS): M&M Electronics, 24A Huntley Street, Inverness, Scotland. 10463) 336B 1
.SCDTLAND (PERTHI: Breakout. 102 Main Street, Methven, Perth. 107381 84345/6
SHEFFIELD: Steel City Custom, 132 Pennstone Road North. Sheffield. (0742) 346234
SOUTHAMPTON: An91esea Car Radio Ltd .. 23·27 Church Street, Shirley, Southampton. 0703 779013·4
SURREY: Demark Associates Ltd., 1 Valtendon Road, Horley, Surrey 102934) 71404
WATFORD: Component Centre. 7 Langley Road, Watford. Herts. 1921 45335
WATFORD: Custom Plates, 867 SI. Albans Road. Garston, Watford. 09273 61673
eWESTBOURNE; Cee Bee Unlimited, 1 Hamilton Court. Seamoor Road, Westbourne, Dorset. 102021 768787
WIGAN: Car Radio, 8 Darlington Street East Wigan, lancs. (09421 43101
WORCESTER: DAD, 23 Blackfriars Square, Worcester. 109051 21919
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IMPORTANT
AS A MAGAZINE WE CANNOT CONDONE THE USE OF ILLEGAL 27MHz
EQUIPMENT NOR IS THIS PUBLICATION INTENDED TO ENCOURAGE
THE USE OF SUCH OR ANY OTHER IllEGAL EQUIPMENT CAPABLE OF
TRANSMITTING OR RECEIVING. we: 00 HOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANYTHING PUBLISHED WITHIN OUR PAOES NOR ANY DAMAGE
HOWEV,ER CAUSED. - IRRESPONSIBLE AREH'T WEl
'COPYRIGHT CB RADIO 1 8B1. All RIGHTS RESERVED. REPRODUCTION
IN WHOLE OR PART tS FORBIDDEN SAVE WITH THE EXPRESS PER·
MISSION IN WRITING OF THe PUBLISHERS.

THIS MONTH'S FRONT COVER
Wonno rig? Try your locollip. be<ouse rhO(5 where the Home seaetory would
like TO M!'E' 011 your eKpenslve AM rrorucetvers. If sfloem5 rhOI AM rigs con cause
serious problems like Interfering with CrossroodJ. Coronorlon Srre-er or even
PorTy Pollrlcol Droodco5ts ...
Photograph by Zodiac. on locotlon 01 Malibu Beach. oh yeh Edl Equlpmenr by
Dreokerway. DustbIn by me back door.
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Time
is still
the Enemy
27 FM is still the unknown quantity.
As our regular readers will know, we try to publish the
facts not fiction. I am sure you will remember us relaying
how difficult this can be in such an emotive field.
Previously we have stated that rumours are continuously
riefe, this situation has not changed indeed nor will it
until legal and 930 FM transceivers can be bought from
your average radio shop. Even then there will still be the
well founded rumours, especially on the 27AM subject.
This brings us to the present situation and the reason I
am writing this one day before our 10-4 day CB Show.
For some time now it has been expected that the
specifications for the Governments 27FM equipment
will be released in a draft form.
Today was tipped as the release date however as with
all things bureaucratic the calendar rarely matters. The
draft is prepared, it is awaiting final approval and should
be released, soon ...
As with ali publications, that soon ... could be before
this issue is actually published, but from Home Office
information the draft is not expected to be available until
at least three weeks from now.

Time still marches on
Meanwhile summer draws closer and with it cheap
holidays to America, hoW many more illegal imports will
be brought into Britain before the first FM rig can be
legally purchased? More to the point does it really
matter, for will the dedicated 27 AM CB'ers change?
There is good reason to believe that more than a large
percentage will not. The rest of Europe has exactly the
same problem and in many countries AM is still abundant
and in regular, every day use. For sometime a crack
down on illegal use has been expected by users and
dealers alike. One chap was recently fined £900, you
can read about his encounter next month. The customs,
reportedly, have already clamped down hard on imports
and last month over £50,000 worth of adapted receioers
only, previously allowed into this country, were seized,
impounded and destroyed. The owner sadly was left
with a second shipment arriving later of the component
parts necessary to adapt the receivers into transmittable
apparatus.
As the customs have become more effective the price
of illegal transceivers has soared, from an all time low of
less than £30 trade back in August 80 to a trade price
now bordering on £70 and this is for a basic 40 channel
set. This tightening of import control is having the
governments desired effect and is reducing supply
slightly, but it is also creating a reverse, smuggling rigs
is quickly becoming more and more profitable. The high
price along with the increased demand produced by the

2

media and the nature of the subject is bringing back the
situation of profiteering that existed back in 79 when
£ 150 was the average price for a basic 40 channel set.

Wintjoy does it again
Now for something completely different. I know it's
bad of us to harp on about things that happened before
our circulation was dramatically increased, but yet
again I find that some reference to earlier issues may
help to explain.
Wintjoy is one of the original CB shops to open in
Britain, it was established in 1979, something few CB
companies can claim. At this time there were no magazines on CB and apart from the BOF column in Hobby
Electronics no means of advertising for these early
retailers. When we arrived on the scene with issue one
we proudly displayed a rear cover bearing the first full
colour CB advertisement in Britain to appear on a
regular magazine - it was of course Wintjoy.
Glyn Hall, the Managing Director, had also persuaded
us, a small independent on an illegal subject, to sell him
our front cover photo space as well. The result was, to
say the least interesting, instantly the other CB companies were demanding that space and Wintjoy was
dubbed our most controversial advertiser.
Buy why are we telling you this? Simple, last months
rear cover caused an unbelievable amount of interest.
We received many complaints from, "it degrades CB; it's
disgusting" to "I don't really like it", "What ever happened
to womens lib?"

On the other extreme Glyn received a request for 30
full colour posters 30" x 20" of our rear cover! For those
of you who were upset, we do offer our apologies for last
month, now in advance we must also apoiogise for
those who will be upset this month, yes Wintjoy has
done it again!
CB Radio May 81

The
Magistrates
Association
An extract from "The Magistrate", the official journal of the Magistrates Association.

in s/mUs, circumstances.
Why (s thsre such a discrepancyin Brirlshjustica
and its attitude 10 CB? The answersimplified is one
of no published statutes. That Is to say theraar6 no
precise guidelines to judges. solicitors and other
members of our JudIcIal system Inlarming them of
a fair Just and average penalty for CB offences.
This is tile main thfnking behind our CB Fact File
(March Issue), the intention being to collect all the
posslbTelnformatlon on lines handed out to CB'ers.
From these figures we can then ascertaIn the
average or generally consIdered maximum Une.
As one can understand. armed with thisinformation
a solicitor can protest and back up his argument if
~ C8SS he Is representlng Is levledw/th en un/ustor
high penally.
So it was with Interest that we read this tollowing
comment In the ofllciaf journal of the magistrates.
this was releBsed prIor to the announcement of 27
MHz FM. but It would appear such announcement
would have little or no effect.

Citizens Band Radio
Many magistrates will be aware of the
considerable. and growing. number of
people who communicate with each other
by two~way radio telephoning, the socalled 'citizens band radio' (CB). This
practice is lawfUl, and regulated. in many
countries but not in Great Britain. Despite
this. there are thought to be between
30,000 and 70,000 illegal CB sets in
this country, and there is a lobby based
on two principal organisations, press·
ing for CB to be made lawful here.
CB is quite different from th6 use of
powerful and complicated equipment used
to communicate over long distances by
licensed radio amateurs (Hams); CB has
only a limited range in flat. open country
and even less when mobile or portable
transceivers are used in built-up areas.
The frequency of which CB operates is
27 MHz because that is the permitted
band in the USA and in many European
countries and most of the apparatus
used in this country is manufactured for
use in those countries. Despite the short
range for which these sets are designed,
many illegal operators fit power amplifiers
(known as 'burners') which considerably
increase their range.
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ment and/or a fine up to £400; there is
also power to order the forfeiture of the
offending apparatus (section 14).

There are arguments both for and against
the legitimation of CB, a consultative
paper(Open Channel) has recently been
Issued, inviting comments from all in~
terested parties. in this country that the
band has already been allocated to hospital paging systems and to the remote
control of model aircraft. Unauthorised
transmissions in this band may not only
interfere with these
broadcasts
directly. but the harmonies
of such transmis·
slons can also affect
TV and other
broadcasting reception, includ~
ing aircraft and
emergency
services
commun·
ications
in old

Not to be treated lightly
There have been wide variations in the
fines imposed by different magistrates
courts, to judge by press reports. Call'
sistency is as desirable in the penalty
exacted for this offence as it is for all
common oHences, and this offence is
now in that category. Having regard to
the possibly serious consequences of
the unlawful use at CB and in view of the
sympathetic consideration which the
government is now giving to permitting
its use of another frequency. the offence
is not one which should be treated
lightly or as merely'technicar.
A reasonable starting
point for a first offence
might be thought
to beafineof£100,
with forfeiture of the
apparatus. The fact that
the government maywetl
legitimise and regulate
this activity is not a migi'
gating factor, rather. the
reverse.
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CB radio equipment Is Illegal by virtue of
sections 1 and 7 of the Wireless Tele~
graphy Act 1949, which provides maxi·
mum penalties of three months imprison·
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powerfully use CB in the 27
MHz band may easily put their fellow
citizens at risk.
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It puts fellow citizens at
risk
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For many who have fol/owed our The Law and
You spots. the present ,id/cvfous legal situation
may be partly cleaT. It Is often possIble to heal of a
tine for iIlegaf use ot 27 MHz being only twenty
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Amplitude
and· Frequency
Modulation
A simplified explanation of both systems by E. A. Rule

'i~ the world of communications there are many
different systems of transmitting information from one
point to another. The most popular systems with amateur
and CB operators are; AM (Amplitude Modulation), FM
(Frequency Modulation), and SSB (Single Sideband). In
this article we are only going to consider the first two
AM and FM and the main advantages and disadvantages
of each type.
With both these systems a 'carrier wave' is first
produced and this then has the modulation added to it. It
is in the way that this modulation is added and then
recovered at the receiver which is the main difference
between the two methods.

the audio modulation are the same as in Fig 1. lt is only
the fin,,1 transmitted signal that is different. In the AM
system we saw how the two signals were mixed and how
this resulted in the AMPLITUDE of the transmitted
signal varying. Now, with FM it is the FREQUENCY that
is varying with the modulation, the amplitude is constant.
The first difference to notice is that the amount of
change in transmitted frequency is dependent on the
amplitude of the audio signal. In other words, if the

Dealing first with the transmitter, Fig 1A shows, a, the
carrier wave, b, the audio modulating signal, and c, the
resulting transmitted signal.
.:'
A

In technical terms, amplitude modulation is produced
when the audio signal from the microphone is mixed
with the carrier wave in a non-linear device. The result of
mixing the two signals in this way is that the two are
added together. However as they are at vastly different
frequencies there is considerable phase difference
between them, with the result that sometimes the two
signals add and at others they subtract in amplitude.
Where the two signals are adding (in phase with each
other) the amplitude of the carrier wave is increased and
when the two subtract (out of phase) the amplitude
reduces. When the amplitude of the two signals are
. equal we reach a point of 100 percent modulation,
because at the point where the two signals are in phase
the amplitude will be double that of the plain carrier and
at the point where the two signals are out of phase the
carrier will just reach zero amplitude. If we try to
jncrease the audio signals amplitude beyond this point
the carrier wave will increase still more when the signals
are in phase but when the signal becomes out of phase
the carrier is reduced to zero for the duration of the time
that the audio signal is greater in amplitude than the
carrier wave, Fig 1 B, this results in distortion of the
modulated signal and an increase in the bandwidth of
the signal which will cause interference problems to
s)a,tions working in adjacent channels. It is not intended
he;re to go into the technical aspects of all this as we
want to keep the general explanation simple.
Fig 2 shows a, the carrier wave, b, the audio modulating
signal, and c, the resulting transmitted signal. But this
time it is for an FM system. Note that both the carrier and

4

B

c

time

......
~

Fig. 1A: Amplitude Modulotlon.
A. Corrier. D. Audio Modulation signo1. C. Resulting rransmltted signal
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In practice this means that the smaller the amount 01
deviation the more stations you can get j nto a given
band. For example, with a 5 KHz bandwidth you can
have one station every 25 KHz without inter~rencewith
each other. With the wideband BBC system you would
only get one station every 500 KHz or so. There are
good technical reasons why the receiver band width
has to be wider than the deviation used at the transmitter
but these are to involved to fully describe here. The main
point of this article is to show the main differences
between the FM and AM systems.

Advantage FM? or AM?
As far as quality of communication is concerned both
systems are about equal, but the FM system has certain
advantages over AM. We will now take a look at some of
these.
.

time - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J o "
Ag. 1b: Overmodulated Comer Wave. Note the large priods of lime when the

corrler Is reduced to zero. This couses severe distortion of the signal and resulfs in
spurious signols being generoted and causing interferencE' to other stotions..

amp·litude of the audio modulating signal is increased
the frequency swing (deviation) of the transmitted signal
will increase, ie there is no overmodulation as such. At
first sight this may seem like the answer to a prayer, but,
there is a snag. If the deviation of the transmitted signal
is wider than the receiver bandwidth the signal will move
out of the receivers band pass and be lost or at least very
distorted. On amateur and CB equipment this deviation
is normally limited to around 5 KHz. In other words, the
modulating audio signal will increase or decrease the
carrier wave frequency by 5 KHz and this is assu med to
be equal to 100 percent modulation (the HI-FI BBC
network uses a maximum deviation of plus and minus
75KHz and the receivers have to have a very wide band
width to receive them without distortion, typical bandwidths being 220 KHz). The average amateur or CB
receiver has a band width of 12 to 25 KHz.

A \

B

/\

/\

V
,.

~

"

r

I'

"

C
~
time

" "

V

•

Fig. 2: Frequency modulation. Note the carrier wove and audio modulation signal
ore the same os for AM, bur the resulting transmitted signal Is of CONSTANT
AMPLITUDE. Only its frequency changes due 10 modulalion being applied.
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Most forms of interference are of the impulse type,
switch clicks, ignition from cars etc, lightning static and
many more. Now the AM system has to use receivers
which are designed to respond to AMPLITUDE changes
in the carrier wave which they are tuned too, and of
course this signal is detected in exactly the same way as
any other amplitude changes, therefore the receiver
responds equally well to all forms of impulse interference.
The FM receiver on the other hand is designed to only
respond to changes in the FREOUENCY of the carrier
wave. A well designed FM receiver will not respond to
amplitude changes. Therefore it will not respond to
impulse noises either. This means in practice that a well
designed FM receiver used in a car for example will not
suffer anything like as much from car ignition as an AM
receiver. It will suffer from a small amount, nothing is
perfect', but it is several hundred percent better than an
AM receiver under the same conditions.
Ah, I I,ear you ask, why bother with AM at all,f FM is
that good. Well, yes, you've got it, tllere's a snag! It's to
do with a thing called Capture Ratio.
With an FM receiver, the discriminator (detector) will
'capture' a signal which is on the same frequency and
slightly stronger. In practice this means that if an
interfering signal is becoming stronger (perhaps a
mobile coming into range) there comesa point when it is
slightly stronger than the original signal and will be
'Captured' by the discriminator circuits, with the result
that the original signal just vanishes. Now on an AM
system you would still hear both signals although there
would be some mutal interference present. However
with FM this effect also happens with noise. If the
wanted signal is becoming weaker it will reach a point
where the background noise present is slightly stronger,
at which point the receiver will 'capture' the noise and
the wanted signal will vanish, On AM it is possible to
copy signals right down into the noise and even with
practice to copy signals which are below the noise level.
So as far as really weak signals are concerned. AM is
better providing there are no impulse noises present. Of
course a good AM receiver would have a noise blanker
fitted which would remove a considerable amount of the
impulse noises present and in practice either system
may be best depending on the reception conditions at
the tince. In general, if the received signal is of reasonable
strength, the FM system will provide a better freedom
from interference.
It has another advantage. on AM, as the incoming
signal varies in strength the actual audio output from
the loudspeaker will also vary, althollgl1not by tile same
amount. AM receivers have an automatic gain control

Amplitude
and Frequency
Modulation
system fitted which controls the gain of the receiver so
that it is reduced as the signal becomes stronger. This
enables the output to be reasonably constant, however
as the Signal gels weaker the gain increases and this
witl increase the sensitivity to pick up noises etc. On FM.

FM set is to tune it to a channel where there are NO FM
signals. if it is well designed you should not be able to

once the point has been reached where the AMPLITUDE
of the signal is limited. the output remains absolutely

possible to resolve an FM signal by what is known as
'SLOPE DETECTION'. Without going into the technicali-

resolve
The

any AM signal or hear ignition etc.

reverse

is not quite true, on an AM receiver it is

receiver

constant for all Input signal Jevels. In practical terms.

ties. Ihis simply means that if you detune the

this means that in an AM set the difterent signal levels

slightly you will be able to resolve an FM signal on an AM

being received would cause the gain of the receiver to
change and therefore the background nOise also. On
FM the actual signal strength IS not important. once the
1I111ttlng POint has been reached. ALL stations will be
rerel\80 the san"!8. Which mp-ans that you don't tlave to
keep adjustlrg the volume conlroi for each station. It
also means that if YOll have set the volume level for a

receiver. but with some distortion and et course some
impulse interference as well if any is.present.

weak station and your neighbour comes on, on FM he
will be reproduced at the same volume, and on AM you
will be deafened! Fig. 3 shows a typical sensitivity curve
for an FM receiver. Note how once a certain point is
reached the output remains constant.

That just about sums up the main differences between

the AM and FM systems. Which is best? For my money I
preter FM for freedom from noise but AM for DX·ing.

Fig 3.

Received
AudiO
output

AudIO output (modulation)

The disadvantage of FM IS thai I1 takes up more
Audio output remains constant
above linHtlng pOint.

bandwidth than AM, so fewer stations can be channelled
Into a gIven band. For example. if we have a band which

IS say 500 KHz wide. we could have 20 FM channels or
100 AM erannels (or 200 SSB channels. but that's
another story). In practice It IS possible to have more of

each type In a give·n band width but it depends on how
much mutual Interference can be accepted.
One POll'1t worth mentioning is that with a well designed

FM or AM receiver it should not respond to the other
system. On an FM rece,ver an AM signal should sound
like a blank carrier (because the FM detector will not
respond to amplItude modulation). Likewise on an AM

Noise.

receiver With an FM signal. however in practice it is

pOSSIble to detect something and even at times to copy
the signal quite well. If an FM receiver will copy AM, it is
not a very good FM design l Alter all, if the FM receiver is
detecting an AM signal it means that it is responding to
amplitude modulation and therefore cannot be rejecting
impulse noises as well as it should. The acid test for an
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TOP QUALITY
HEAVY DUTY

YOU HAVE
JUSTEYEDALLED

PIN~N

Yo", ""dl. Io'.,'.d.

M."m,m 15 '.11."

o,:::~LE

ON LY £ 1 EACH -

BADGE

Callers Welcome

6

POST FREE

BILL BADGER
STATION ROAD
LONG EATON
NOTTINGHAM

NOle: Once rhe signol is obove Ihe background noise level by only 0 small

omounr. i, is 'Coprured' by Ihe discriminQlor ond Ihe noise falls away very quickly.
The actual audio recovered from Ihe signal remains al a consranl ourpur level
obove Ihe 'Umiring poinr" irrespeclive of rhe signal strength.

'WORLDS MOST COMPLETE'

CB RADIO BOOK
ONLY

£3

Undoubtedly the Best on the Market

From:

Input signal increasing.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO DIGEST is a
must for CBers, with comprehensive
information on:

* Selecting CB Rigs and Antennas
Security
*** CB
Lingo Glossary
How to instal Mobile Rigs and Base Stations
* Service you can do yourself
* CB for the Outdoorsman
* An introduction to amateur radio operation
* Other Two-way Communications Modes

Available from: KEN TROTMAN, 2·8 HAMPSTEAD HIGH STREET, London
NW3 1 QQ. Please add 75p postage and packing or order with ACCESS!
BARClAYCARD by phone on 01-794 7868.
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CALLING ALL C.B. ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public
Compare Our Prices with Other Retail Shops
FREE ADVICE TO ANY BREAKERS
WITH TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Co-axial RG58U •••••••••• 22p per metre
Co-axial RGe ••••••••.••.• sap per metre
K40 Powermikes •••••••••••••••• £29.70
Turner Powermikes •••••••••.••. £19.25
Cheap Powermikes from .••••••• £: 5.75
Extension Speakers ••••••••••••• £: 4.50
Burners from .••...•.••••••••••••• £23.00
Slide Mounts ••••••••••••••••••••• £: 3.75
Pre-amp •••••••••••••••••••••••••• £14.95
Complete suppression kit ..•••• £11.95

QUICK REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE
48 HOURS

PL259

Telephone:
Chelmsford 8769B

DV27

£ 0.55

£ 4.50

MS 264'5 & 610's disguised

aerials ....••.•.••.•....••.•.•.•. £23.50
Hirshman (with Splitter) •••••••• £17.50
PA Horns •••••••••••••••..•.•••••• £ 5.25

SWR Meters

£ 6.99

Splitter,Box •••••••••••••••••...•• £ 6.00
CB Receiver ••••••••••....•.•••••• £ 9.25

COMpUTER PHONE
Calculator, alarm, re-dial, digital readout
.................................. £134
FREEDOM PHONE
Various models
£112
FLIP PHONES
£26.00
NOVELTY PHONES
FROM £26.00
CONVI DECO PHONES
FROM £2B.95
MEMORY PHONE 31 numbers, auto dial
........................................ FROM £55.00
Phone for our Free Demonstration in your own home or office

Full Range

Firestik Antenna
Rigs always in stock
FM/AM Switches fitted £25
Viceroys Midland. Sharp,
Ham Int, Major, Highgain
S's, President, Adams. Fanon
Fanfairs, Format 120's,
Tirstar 747's Concordes

&i

JUST GIVE US A CALL

1&1
Z

o

:z::

HIRE SERVICE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FOR OFFICES

...

Please 'phone for full details

a.

1&1

1&1
t-'--

!i.!
III

.....J

CHELMER
CB ACCESSORIES
50 DUKE STREET, CHELMSFORD. TEL. 87698 & 351359
AN APPROVED TANDY AND MURA AGENT

MONDAY· SATURDAY· 10·6pm SUNDAY· 1001 pm (Late night Thursday till 8pm)
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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News
Review
What the papers say about CD.
Following the announcement. last
month, of plans to legalise "Open Chann~l"
on 930 MHz FM and 27 MHz FM by the
autumn, the newspapers have been full
of articles explaining the present situation,
and forecasting the outcome of eventual
legality. On the whole, most of these
articles said the same thing. without
going into too much detail about the
pro's and con's of 27 MHz FM and how
many of the existing AM, breakers wilt
make the change, or, how many will stay
Illegal.
Also, in a few cases the vulnerability of
some AM breakers has been laken advantage of by some nasty specimens seeking
capital gains. by devious means. For
details of these and other events please
read on.

CPD

The subtle art of making
U turns
The Times
Mr. WhiteJaw, the Home Secretary,
was forced into making a messy compromise on CB Radio, by the failure of
one of his favourite techniques, claims
Peter Evans, home affairs correspondent
for the Times, The technique involves
making some kind of drastic proposal,
waiting for the protests to flood in from
the opposition and then turning away
from his onginal proposal,leaving him in
a f3vourable"middle of the road" position.
Mr. Whltelaw's deCISIon, made in response to pressure, in this case, did not
end the row. The delay in reaching a
decision has meant that the number of
illegal users has risen to more than quarter
of a million, therefore protests still floodIng In from ardent 27 MHz AM users are
going to thraaten the security of his
"favourable position", which all goes to
show you can't win them all.

£500 is expected to be raised, and the
money will be spent on a trailor tent for
the Fir Street Childrens Home.

Look out for Smokey
Bears on Motorways
Daily Telegraph
"Since the late 19405 the world of
Smokey Bears, Rubber Ducks and electric
pop guns has become an international
million pound industry" we are informed
by the Daily Telegraph in an article that
appeared the day after the announcement
from the Home Office. They felt that "For
people outside the world of CB Radio the
complex code of esoteric call signs and
jargon is mainly unintelligible", although
they do point out that, this is intentional
and that the code names are essential if
detection is to be avoided. Although I
have never understood the logic of telling
the general public or anyone else who
may be reading their paper, the meanings
of some of the code words as this rather
defeats the object of having acode in the
first place. Thankfully, the one's most
papers publish are the more obvious
cliche'd codes that come over with "Convoy" and that anyone with a reasonable
intelligence can decipher anyway.
"The majority of people using CB Radio
are lorry drivers and motorists who do a
great deal of travelling", say the Telpgraph
"they use their sets to gather information
on weather conditions and traffic Jams",
not to mention the social aspects, and
the advantages of CB in an emergency
situation. The rest of the article outlines
the recent history concerning CB Radio

and mentions the fact that although proposals to make it legal have been
announced the wrong frequency has
been allocated and most CB Radio enthusiasts are far from happy.

Plans for Citizens Band
Radio Criticised
Financial Times
Both manufacturers and users of CB
radio in the UK are criticising the government about their recent announcement
of plans to legalise on 930 MHz FM and
27 MHz FM this autumn "It seems unlikely"
claim the Financial Times, "that there will
be any significant UK manufacture of the
legalised CB sets". The result of this
would be that more and more illegal sets
will enter the country and interference to
television, hospital paging systems and
model aeroplanes will be on the increase.
"Several U K companies have declared
a tentative interest in marketing CB radios
including G.E.C., Phitips, Fidelity, Ambit
and Vox on" we are told, and that "any
company entering the UK market is likely
to import from the Far East or U.S.A.
because of the Home Offices decision on
frequency". A small British electronic
systems company Blakell Parfill, believe
that CB radio will be manufactured in the
UK despite the imports from US and
Japan. They are at present discussing
with other companies the possibilities of
turning oul CB Radio sets on the prescribed frequencies and claim that a set
working on 930 MHz and 27 MHz FM
could be available for around £180 and a
set operating on 27 MHz FM only could

Crowd cheers
Godiva Girl
Evening News
18 year old Julie Crompton, a member
of the Bury CB Radio Club did a "Lady
Godiva" ride around several Bury pubs
wearing nothing but a wig and a few
blushes.
The horseback ride 10 visit a total of 12
pubs was organised to raise cash for a
Ramsboltom childrens charity. Around

8
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A special column on the right hand
side of the article explained the technical
details in simple terms and a diagram at
the top of the page ensures that all is
understood. On the whole one of the
better articles I've seen from a local
newspaper.

Airwaves

"Down at Nasty Ned's there was an air
of watchfulness", could almost be the
start of classic hotlywood western instead
of the opening sentence of a news feature
in a local newspaper. Nasty Ned is the
local CB radio dealer who is cashing in
on the growing demand for naughty little
black boxes, although the need for such
a dealer may not be so much in demand
come autumn time.
The Grampian breakers think other'
wise, "I don't think people will throw
away their 27 MHz sets, they will be with
us for a long time", said their spokesman
Raymond Straehan. On 930 MHz he said
that "It would be a health hazzard (even
though it has already been cleared by
the government safety council - a controversial announcement itself).
Range will be cut to line of sight, sets
would cost between £200 - £500 instead
of £50 - £70".
He continues "We really do believe
that CB saves lives. For instance 35 of us
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The law changes
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Airwaves Victory
Aberdeen Evening
Express

It would appear that the latest craze
amongst CB'ers is ghost hunting. The
Colwyn Bay CB Cruisers Club are at
present searching for a haunted house,
or pub where they can sponsor an all
night vigil to raise money for charity. The
premises must be eerie and creaky,
through which the wind whistles to set
the proper atmosphere. just like a thriller
film.
An adjudicator will sit to ensure that
everyone stays put and that the spooks
are authentic and llot simulated by"piping
in" strange noises via radio's. It all goes
to show that breakers will do just about
anything to raise money for charity.

He lists, the elderly, the lonely. the
handicapped and long distance lorry
drivers as the main benefactors of CB
radio. Apart from its emergency and social
uses, getting directions for deliveries
etc. are one of the main advantages.

Magistrates refer case
to Euro court of Human
Rights
Surrey Mirror
Reigate magistra,tes referred a case
involving CB Radio to the European Court
of Human Rights according to an article
in the Surrey Mirror. The two men in
question face charges of using CB radio's
without a licence and their representative
says that the equipment has been legalised
in other states of the European community and has asked for the case to be
referred to European court for a pre·
liminary hearing on the validity of the
English ruling of CB.
The clerk of the court said it could be
months or years before the ruling is
known.

Whoo! Has a haunted
House?
North Wales Weekly News

turned out on New Year's day to look for
someone who had gone missing", and
on the subject of interference. "There
are complaints of interference but the
main cause is skip, foreign signals bouncing off the ionosphere. Signals that are
more powerful than ours".

~

be available for only £85.
These prices are relatively expensive
by the standards set by the foreign competitors on AM who have already sold
over 250,000 illegal sets In the UK but
reasonable when compared with between
£300 - £500 for a radio telephone. A
further point in the argument is that
conversion from AM . FM is reasonably
cheap. which means that British manu·
facturers will be unable to compete with
the foreign competition.
The estima~ed sales of CB sets, according to the Times is between one - two
million sets per year for 2 years or so.
atter which the sales are expected to fall
off sharply.
Plans to keep 27 MHz AM illegal has
been strongly criticised by James Bryant,
president of the C.B.A. who claims that
the decision will keep the smugglers in
business. The same situation occurs in
France where although 27 MHz FM is
legal the majority of Breakers use 27
MHz AM illegally.
It is therefore inevitable that the same
thing will happen in the UK unless the
government and manufacturers come
together to solve the situation.
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£89.95

DIGI·SCAN UFO ELITE
1200 CHANNELS SIDEBAND
400 CHANNELS AM
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VAT
P&P
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LED Solid State
PerformanceMeter £2'95
VIRTUALLY NO POWER LOSS-NO WIRING
OR SOLDERING-FULL INSTRUCTIONS

&P&P.
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POWER MIKEgr~~ft~,

4£or5Pin '..Mgs"'";;
p

13 "W&~VAT.

.

~,

V

-C-O-B-R-A--- , -

.~

AMPLIFIER' •
BASE .1 6
MIKE
')~ ~
WITH SLIDING
VOLUME
CONTROL

-.

£25"~~
P&P

COBRA G.T.l.

MAGMOUNT
ANTENNA

ALL PRE-WIREDI
INSTALLS
IN MINUTES-

FULL BAND
COVERAGE/
MAX
EFFICIENCY

10

~

ILLEGAL ALL OVER
THE WORLD

AElIABLE ElECTRONICS DESICN CO

_

I

~ ~

GTL
MOBILE
C ANTENNA
...
.

c i:) C

WE ARE THE MAIN U.K. AGENTS FOR THE FAMOUS

MOTOROLA
SWRPOWER
MODULATION &
FIELD STRENGTH
METER£15",~~T.

£11"95

INC.VAT.
P&P.
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CBAntenna Makher
CO Phaser
-

£ags!
~-GC:
£5.
95

FOR TWIN ANTENNA
PERFORMANCE MATCHING

~EL;;[C~T~R~ON::':IC;.!S~--:~""'"
8:._

2 Way CO-Axial Antenna Switch£495i

HOW TO
SELECT &
INSTALL
ANTENNA'S

£3.95

£4.95

INCL. P&P

INCL. P&P

£3.50
INCL. P&P

CONVERT YOUR 40ch RIG TO AN

80chRIGEI'
·95
UFO 4O
",.~

"~

PlGGY IlACJ(

-

INC.

~~}

BOARD

1 y." Square Board will fit inside all rigs
Full instructions. Easy to fit.

SLIDE

MOUNT
ONLY

~41~~T.
'I;,J
P&P.

201 DUNSTABLE ROAD,LUTON BEDS.
TELEPHONE:(0582) 425722/3

,.---- -------------------------

"~0

TO: KNIGHT CB SPECIALISTS, 201 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Please send me the following items:
1.

2.
3.

£
£
£

Use separate sheet if necessary.

Please allow up to 21 days for delivery.

TOTAL £

NAME
ADDRESS

I enclose Cheque/P.a. Payable to
K NIGHT CB SPECIALISTS for £ =-:::::-:-::-::c::-::c:c=--,-,--.......
I wish to pay by 6ARCLAYCARD 0 ACCESS 0 tick.

-r:l

Ca rd No. L.L1-L.L1--L.Ll--L.Ll-L.Ll-L.L1---'
SIGNATURE
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Dealing with
Interference
Problems
by E A Rule - Port 2
In general, the vast majority of interference problems
are due to deficiencies in the affected equipment and
not the transmitting equipment. However this does not
mean that the transmitting station operator can ignore
the problem and a responsibility exists to take steps to
minimise any interference, however it may be caused.
The very first step is to make sure that the transmitter
is 'clean'. It is possible that a transmitter will radiate
signals apart from the actual wanted one, harmonics of
the fundamental and/or spurious signals may be present
in the transmitter output. Most commercial transmitters
are built to a very high standard as far as the radiation of
unwanted signals is concerned, but like most things,
these spurious signals are relative to other factors. For
example if we have a transmitter with a power output of
say 10 watts and its harmonics are one hundredth of the
total then it follows that the harmonics will be radiating
8bout.1 watt of power(in practice, most transmitters will
be better than this) but this is quite enough to cause
severe interference to a nearby TV receiver if one of the
harmonics happens to fall on the same frequency as the
wanted TV signal. Harmonics of only a few milliwatts in
power can cause severe interference in areas where
the received TV signal is of low strength, it's all a
question of the relative strengths of the two signals,
bearing in mind that the transmitter is very much closer
to the TV receiver.

Low Pass Filters
Fig 1 (part 1) showed a typical layout for a transmitting
station, all the connections between the transmitter and
aerial system are made with low loss coaxial cable. The
LOW PASS filter should be placed as close to the
transmitter as possible and the interconnecting lead
should be as short as practical. The best place for this
filter is mounted along the rear of the transmitter and a
short lead (coax) used to connect it to the transmitter
output socket. Do not let the metal case of the filter
touch the metal chassis of the transmitter. The only
electrical contact must be through the coaxial leads,
otherwise the effectiveness of the filter may be reduced.
Use a good quality filter, these are a good example or
"you only get what you pay for", cheap filters may not
maintain the correct impedance of the aerial system
and may also have a poor high frequency cut off, a good
filter should reduce the harmonics by at least BOdS
(1000) or better still 70dS (3000+). For tr.ansmitting
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frequencies up to 30MHz, it should start to cut off in
frequency at around 32 to 34 MHz and reach maximum
reduction around 150MHz or lower. Many good quality
filters also have 'series traps' fitted which are tuned to
the second or third harmonics of the 27 to.30 MHz
range, these filters have a much steeper rate of cut off
and will be found most effective where the problem is
with the old VHF TV's using the 405 line transmission
frequencies around 45 to 70 M Hz or so. The inclusion of
the 'series traps' is not so important where only UHF TV
Start Here

Remove lransmitler aerial
and connect dummy load
to outpul 0' transmitter.
Keep coax between trans·
miller and dummy load
shorl.

1. Interference clears,

Transmll1er is clean.
Replace aerial but 'it LOw
Pass tiller.

2. Some reductIon in interfarence.lreat as 3 until clear
then go to line 1.

3. Interference S\ill the
same. Transmitler is radial-

ingdirecl and must be either
screened beller or have
exlra filtering in power leads

etc.
4. Interference clears.
No further action required.

5. Some reduction In Interference. Trensmilfer had
some t:. ;monics present
which low pass liller has
removed. Leave low pass
filler in circuit and proceed
to line 6.

6. Interference stilt bad.
Not due to Transmiller.
Disconnect TV aerial Irom
TV receiver.

7. Interference clears. No
direct pick up by TV. Re·
connect TV aerial but fit a
High Pass filter Inaeriallead
close to TV receiver.

6. Some reduction in lhe
Inlerference. Treaf as In line
9 lhen proceed to line 7.

9. SIIII interference pre·
sent. Assume to be picked
up by the intefnal wifing 01
the TV/ecelver orvla mains.
Try 111IIng mains IllIer and
request <\dvice from set
manufacturers or rental
company. Then proceed 10

If---------"

10, Interlerence clea/s.
No further action required.

7.

11. Some reduction in in·
lenerence. Try extra High
Pass filler or shortening
stub across TV aerial or
leeder. Complete cure may
not be possible. Recheck
transmiller
installalion.
(See text).

Interference tracing chart. Thischart may be used as a goneral guide to tracing the
cause 01 Interference. bUI in many cases more than one
cause could be at work..
Chart No 1.
11 Is possible thal a number 01 differenl 'cures' will be
needed belore Ihe interference is completely removed.
Proceed In an orderly manner down the chart and the
'Ieason for the interference should become known. The
help 01 a third party will make the tests easier to carry out.
lhey can be checking resul1s while you operale the
transmlller.
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Fig. 2
Low pass filter.

Typical circuit.

L

L

1 st series
trap.

J

L

L

2nd series
trap.

T__T__T-

Typical circuif diagram for low pass filter.

frequencies are concerned. However they are a form of
insurance to be be preferred. A good filter should have
its specification available and preferably printed on its
case. Fig 2 shows a typical filter response and the
effectiveness of the two series traps can be clearly
seen. The dotted line shows the response without the
series traps fitted and it can be seen that they only affect
the lower frequency response end of the curve.
A point worth mentioning here is that if you try to
measure the SWR by placing the SWR meter between
the transmitter and filter you may get a very high
reading. This is not due to any mismatch but simply the
fact that any harmonic content of the signal is prevented
from getting into the aerial system and the oniy piace it
can go is back to the transmitter! ... so a high reading
may show that you have a iarge harmonic content
present which is being returned by the filter and reading
as reflected power, the SWR meter shouid always be
fitted after any filter while checking an aerial system for

SW.A.
Whilst on this point, sometimes a high SWR can be
obtained from an aerial system that is correctly matched,
an aerial is correctly matched only at the fundamental
transmitting frequency, NOTTHE HARMONICS. Therefore any harmonics present will not be matched and will·
be reflected back from the aerial and will be measured
as high SWR. Therefore, a filter, by removing these
harmonics may result in an apparent improvement in
SWR measurement. If this happens it's a fairly reasonable assumption that a high harmonic content was
present in the original signal. Unless you really know
what you are doing, be very very careful when taking
SWR readings, THEY ARE NOT ALWAYS WHAT THEY
SEEM!
One final point regarding SWR meters. These contain
diode rectifier circuits to measure the forward and/or
reflected power from the aerial. These diodes generate
HARMONICS and these can get into the aerial system,
so once you have checked your installation out for
correct matching, either remove the SWR meter completely or Dlace it BEFORE the low pass filter and just
use it as an indicator for reference only, this way any
harmonics generated by the SWR meterwill be removed
by the filter. However do remember, it may not give a
true reading used in this manner. Many radio amateurs
have been caught out by this one, so it is worth checking
thiS pornt If Interference continues after other remedies
have been tried.
High pass filters for the TV receiver will be dealt with
later.
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Tracing the cause
When a report of interference is received the first step
is to find out what type it is. It may vary from completely
'blocking' the receiver to one of only very mild breakthrough. The interference Chart No. 1 will be found
useful in finding out what type is present. Start by
putting the transmitter onto a screened 'dummy load'
and check if the interference clears under these conditions. If it is still present it means that the problem is
direct radiation from the transmitter and/or its associated
equipment and this means that these items will need to
be better filtered or screened before proceeding further.
A mains filter may help if the interference is getting into
the receiver via the mains wiring and the best place for
this is at the source, i.e. at the transmitter. This prevents
the interference getting into the mains wiring in the first
place. Once any interference is allowed to get into the
mains wiring it can be re-radiated over large distances.
So prevention is the best cure. However, mains filters
tend to use the mains earth and this is only taking the
interference from the 'live' and 'neutrai' leads and
transferring the interference into what may be a poor
earth system, however it is still worth trying and in many
cases will be found to reduce mains borne interference
by a considerabie amount.
. If, while the transmitter is tried on a dummy load the
Interference stops, then thE' transmitter itself is ok and
no further filtering should be required. Also the earthing
arrangements are satisfactory. Connect the transmitter
back to its aerial but fit a LOW PASS filter between the
transmitter and its aerial as close to the transmitter as
possible. If the interference has now stopped or reduced
then it was due to harmonics from the transmitter
getting into the aerial system. If only partial or no
reduction in interference is obtained with the low pass
filter added then a HIGH PASS filter should be fitted in
the TV aeriai lead as close to the receiver as possible.
Leave the LOW PASS filter fitted in the transmitter
output, a filter should always be fitted as standard in any
case but do make sure it is a good one designed for
rnsertlon In a transmitter aerial system. Quite a few of
the cheaper imported types are not suitable for the UK
market. Aiso remember that a mismatched aerial system
will prevent the filter working correctly, but more about
thiS aspect later.
Assuming that you now have a low pass filter fitted in
the transmitter aerial system and also a high pass filter
in the TV aerial system you shouid now be free from
interference, however if the interference is still present
then proceed as follows.
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Dealing with
Interference
Problems

Transmitting Aerials
. Any aerial system that is critical of its feeder length,
I.e. where you are told to adjust the length of feeder to
get a satisfactory SWR is NOTCORRECTLY MATCHED.

If all the remarks made so far have been heeded then
we can be reasonably sure that the transmitter it;elf Is
not radiating harmonics and that the TV receiver is not
being 'blocked' by a strong input signal from the transmitter. However it is still possible for the signal from the
transmitter to bypass the TV aerial filter by getting
directly picked up on the printed circuit wiring inside the
TV set. This can be checked by removing the TV aerial
from the set and checking if the Interference is still
present. If it is, then it is due to direct pick up and there is
not much that can be done except by requesting help
from either the TV manufacturer or the TV rental company.
Apart from either of these suggestions the only other
remedy is to reduce the strength of the transmitter
signal. As mentioned before (part 1), if the transmitting
aerial can be moved further away from the TV concerned
the signal strength will fall off at the rate of four times for
each doublinq of the distance between the two items.
Also remember it may be possible to get the owner of
the TV to move it to another part of the room. As an
extreme example; supposing you had an indoor transmitting aerial standing near the party wall and the TV
had a set top aerial the other side of the same wall. The
file strength of the signal from the transmitter would be
very large, now if either item or both could be moved to
the opposite sides of their respective rooms the field
strength would be reduced considerably and there
would be every chance of a complete cure.

When an aerial is correctly matched the length of feeder
has no effect on the SWR. Now unmatched aerials can
cause TV interference problems because they can
cause the feeder cable itself to radiate, and this is
normally running through the house from the transmitter
to the aerial. It is close to house mains wiring and other
equipment, IF IT IS RADIATING IT WILL INCREASE
THE CHANCE OF INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS. So
having made sure your transmitter is o.k. and correctly
filtered etc, always use a matched aerial system and
better still use a BALANCED or 'FREE SPACE' aerial.
One such example is the 'Big Jim' designed by F.C. Judd
of ZL Communications. This is a free space design
which is balanced by means of a carefully designed
matching system, and as a result the feeder cable
length is not critical, (incidentally this aerial also has a
very low angle of radiation which means it will put a
better signal out than any ground plain type). Also if the
mast uses guy wires for support they should be broken
up with insulators so that the individual lengths are not
resonant at the transmitting frequency, otherwise they
could also radiate and cause possible TV interference, as
well as spoiling the polar pattern of your aerial. Finally,
always use the best quality coaxial cable you can afford,
cheap coax may not maintain its impedance over its
entire length or under all weather conditions, and, for
example, can cause interference after rain due to
absorbing moisture etc. It always pays to use the best
from the start, it Is always cheaper in the long run.

NEXT MONTH WE SHALL SHOW
HOW PRACTICAL FILTERS CAN BE
SIMPLY MADE BY THE AVERAGE
CONSTRUCTOR.

Insertion
loss

Fig. 3

33
response without traps.

60

70
MHz

33
cut off
freq. -3dB.

Fig.

54

81

1 st
trap.

2nd
trap.

150

450

(not to scale)

(

:l: The lraps are normally tuned 10 the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of me 27 to 30 MHz bond. for 0 filler which storts to CUI off 01 around 32 la 34 MHL
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to save
money
right from the start
write for the latest accessories and receiver/transceiver
catalogue containing over 4,500 different goods.
alpina funk

sells all the leading branded goods of CB and amateur radio and
electronics industries and offers a technical service to the
customers by qualified staff using the latest equipment for detecting
and mending.

alpina funk

more than 1,000 m' business premises with over 4,500 different
goods available.

alpina funk

has a highly qualified staff of merchands and technicians specialized CB and amateur radio and electronics matching every customers special demands.

alpina funk

offers a 24-hours-fast-service for dealers and private customers.

alpina funk

kindly invite you to visit their business premises. You won't regret it.
Or simply send the coupon to the below stated address. And

alpina funk

will immediately send you the sensationel catalogue of accessories
and devices.

alpina funk

is one of the leading wholesale companies in radio and electronics.

alpina funk

supplying dealers and private customers in 28 countries throughout
Europe.

alpina ~unktelektronik
import· export· retail' wholesale' D-5102 wiJrselen
wholesale depot
heUeter feldchen 64

phone (02405) 13466

mark! 19
phone (02405) 21314

telex 08329556 allud

WEST GERMANY
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Parliamentary
Review
The lull ofter the storm.
Having exerted themselves to the point of extreme
mental fatigue last month in deciding the future of C.B.
Radio, our honourable friends in the House, in sheer
contrast, do not seem to have found much to say for
themselves this month. Perhaps this is just a tactical
move to allow the existing illegal breakers to get used to
the idea of being restricted to the F.M. band. Whether
this is correct or not, it is imperative that specifications
for a legal F.M. transceiver are announced shortly,
otherwise our British manufacturers are going to be
pipped at the post by foreign importers. As for an
amnesty for the existing breakers on AM there is still no
sign of any change of attitude in the house, as is
indicated by the answer to Mr. Wall's question.
CPD.

harm they do is so clear that we cannot encourage this
by any form of amnesty or lead-in period.
In reaching our decision we took account of recent
experience and developments in other European
countries, with whom we are in regular contact over the

whole range of radio regulatory matters.

Any chance of an amnesty
Mr. Wall (MP for Halton Price, Conservative) asked
the Secretary of State for the Home Department if he
will consider granting an amnesty to users of 27MHz
AM citizens' band radio sets to give them time to change
over to 27MHz FM.
Mr. Raiso": No. The evidence of the harm 27MHz
AM transmissions do is so clear that we cannot encourage
this by any form of amnesty or lead-in period.

How to prevent 27 MHz AM
Mr. Campbell-Savours (Labour MPforWorkington)
asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department
(1) what assessment he has made in his evaluation of
the possible use of 27MHz FM as the frequency for
citizens band radio, of the adequacy of the resources
currently available to his Department to prevent the
illegal use of 27MHz AM by the considerable number of
current illegal users; (2) what consideration he has
given, in his evaluation of the use of 27MHz as the
frequency for citizens band radio,to methods of preventing the development of two parallel services of 27MHz
FM and AM, one legal and the other illegal; (3) if he will
specify a two-year lead-in period for any arrangements
he may make for the frequency to be allocated to
citizens band radio, particularly in view of the special
problems if the frequency of 27MHz FM is selected; and
whether he will provide immunity from prosecution for
all users of 27MHz AM equipment during this lead-in
period; (4) if he has had any consultations with the
Dutch, Belgium, French and German Governments on
their success in preventing the continued growth in the
use of amplitude modulation frequencies by citizens
band radio enthusiasts following their allocation of
frequency modulation to such users.
Mr. Raiso" (Conservative MP for Aylesbury); The
best safeguard against continued illegal use of 27 MHz
AM equipment is to provide a convincing alternative
which meets the legitimate aspirations of CB enthusiasts.
27 MHz FM equipment complying with Home Office
specifications will be as good and similar in cost while
greatly reducing the risks of interference to T.V. reception and other radio services. We believe that this gives
the strongest incentive to users to act responsibly.
Inevitably, however, action will continue to be necessary
against those who do not do so. The evidence of the
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Safety at 930 MHz
Mr. Skeet asked the Secretary of State for the Home
Department what evidence there is that the frequency
of 930 MHz offered for open channel radio will induce
tumours in operators using transmission and receiving

eqUipment.
.
Mr. Raiso": As I indicated in my reply toa question by
my Hon. Friend the Member for Sudbury and Woodbridge
(Mr. Stainton) we sought advice on this malt er from the
National Radiological Protection Board which published
a statement. (See this issue page 26)

Concessions for the Disabled
Mr. Carter-Jo"es (M.P. for Eccles) asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department if he will publish
in the Official Report his reply to the Hon. Member for
Eccles regarding a lelter relating to the use of citizens
band radio for disabled persons; and if he will make a
statement.
Mr. Raiso" (Secretary of State for the Home Department); I welcome the opportunity to confirm the Governments belief that the introduction of a citizens band
service may have considerable advantages for disabled
people. It is therefore appropriate that the facility will be
legalised during the Year of the Disabled and we hope
that this aspect of the service will be developed.
The correspondence raised the question of concessionary licences for disabled people. We have not
finalised the licensing arrangements and will certainly
keep this possibility in mind; but I am bound to say that it
raised real difficulties".
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L.-;;;:;:~~"Slrlpe. of Quality'"

IN 25 YEARS •••
WE'VE NEVER BEEN OUTDISTANCED.

antenna specialists brand CB antennas • • •
• Highest quality materials and workmanship. Meets highest performance standards- VSWR 1.5:1
or better, all models • Same professional quality materials, designs and workmanship found in A/S
police and professional antennas • Reference for all gain figures - 1/4 wave ground plane

SUPER SCORPION
M2000

'SKINNY MINNIES'
•

AASC 550 . 556

Features

Features

•

• Available in 7 colours "Skinny Minole" libre glass Whip, manuhctured
only by A/S to prolesslonal slandards lor optimum reliability, long Ille.
• Solid brass connections Imbedded in base. Can't break or shah loose.
• True % wave professional design far best passible fibre giass performance.

Precision machine ground tapered whip has less air resistance and less

paltern distortion due III whip bending. Highest quality 17·7 PH slalnlass sleel
can be bent lull circle and sllll snap back 10 perfect vertiull

• True sialic ball lip for continuous dlssipallon of wind sialic build up and
less noisel

• Full 60-lnch radiator surface lor maximum range. VSWR 1.5: 1or beller
from channels 1 to 40 wilhoullunlng.
• Antenna Speelallsls' LEVERLOK'· quick release. Firm. posllive electrical
and mechanical connection. Instant disconnect, wllh the twist 01 a lever.

• Top grade silver mica lransmllling capacllor lor consis!enlly lower VSWR
under extremes of humldlly and temperalure.
• Stainless steel shack spring absorbs blows lrom branches and garage
doors.
• Silwer·plated phosphHous bronze spring contacts. The superior high
frequency efliclency 01 pure slim Plus spring contacts assure posillwe
continuity far years.
• Guaranleed satisfacllon wllh 5-year limlled warranly PLUS liletime coil
burnoul warranty.

Specifications
Mod,1

Whip
VSWR .
Cable ..
Connector.
Mount
Total Height

M2000

Tapered 17-7 PH stainless sleel. Full 60" length.
1.5:1 or beller, Channels I!hrough 40.
RG-58U, 17' with In-line IV2" dla.) mlnlalure connector.
PL-l59.
Trunk lld, no holes or rool mounl(JAI" holel.
. 65".

M2000

CB5000
CB/AM/FM DISGUISE ANTENNA. 5 section lacking telescopic, Olplexer
pretoned. FIne tuning only required. Power rating 50w. IThe replacementlor
Iho M6101.

Plus alllhe other popUlar models. MS264, M125, MR440, 'STAROUSTER
M400. MIGHT MAGHUM M221 ,le.

i

Specifications
Models. .
Whip
VSWR
Connector
Mounl ...

.. ASC 550 to 556.
3',4' & 5' fibre glass, % wave.
1.5:1, all 40 channels.
PL-259.
.. Flls any JAI" - 24 thread.

ORIGINAL TElEPHONE TYPE
M.125
World's most copied CB antenna! Standard of the industry,
designed and constructed exactly like our ID-band police
antennas.
Features
• High-efficiency base load design, with walerproolloadlng coil and mount
far maximum reliability.
• 17-7PH stainless steel flines! trade avallable)laper tround lor resiliency
and low wind reslslance. Sends lull circle wilhoutlaking a set.
• Sialic ball lip lor less n/llse.
• Stainless sleel shack spring minimizes damage Irom obslrucllons.
• Ample 17' coax cable wilh a!lached conneclor.
• Mounls securely and easily /ln any lIal melal surface. Waterproof design.
Requires JAI" hale.

M-125

Specifications
Model
Whip
VSWR ..
Cable .
Conneclor
Maunl
Total Heighl ...

MRI25
17-7 PH slain less steel, laper ground.
1.5:1 or beller, channels 1·40.
17' RG58U coaxial.
Pl-259.
JAI" hale mount
47".

IF YOU WANT THE BEST LOOK FOR THE 'STRIPES OF QUALITY'
Available from:
Mura Electronics, 79 Church Road, Hendon, London NW4, 01·203 5277/8
Hobby Communications, 111 West Wycombe Rd. High Wycombe. Bucks. 0494·447093
Wintjoy Limited, 103 High Street. Shepperton, Middx. 093·2248145
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The
Leicester Demo
Proper planning results in 0 successful doy
If the unsuccessful Bedford protest
was a perfect example of how not to

stage a demonstration, then the Leicester
Breakers gave everyone a lesson In exactly how to organise one properly. Most
of the credit must go to Horizontal who
stage managed the proceedings like a
professional.
Everyone was asked to assemble at
Victoria Park. Leicester from noon onwards. Even before twelve the assembly
area was busy with marshals organiSing
car parking and a collection of toys for
the local chitdrens hospital. In the hour
before the march moved off.the numbers
grew rapidly and several coaches arrived
to loud cheers. By one o'clock the police
were looking slightly surprised by the
turn out and the senior officer present
was disputing the P.A. system and the
number of cars lIltendlng to join lhe
march. The police estimated numbers at
2,500 but these estimates are usually
pessimistic- about 1,000 more would be
a realistic frgure.

Police pleased
(for a change?)
The police saId they were very pleased
with the way the march had gone. It ItlUS'

trates how welt things can be done wIth
proper planning, permission and organisation. Unfortunately the Conservative
M.P. for Harborough. Mr John Farr. could
not attend but sent a letter of support.

Rain Again
The procession moved through Lel'
cester with plenty of banners. posters
and mangled Buzbies on display the now
familiar yellow and blue CB Radio Magazine van following the route. Unfort·
unately the usual problem of marches
appeared - rain. However it didn't dampen
the spints of the marchers and Leicester
shoppers and motorists soon got the
message.
The intention of the marCh was to show
lhe support for AM CB and the banners
made sure everyone realised this. Horizontal emphasized that a 27MHz AM
system was qUite feasIble if properly
controlled and there was no reason why
It should give ary more interference than
any other radio service.

The Envy of the Crowd
BBC Radio Leicester arrived to record
mterviews and comments for the local
radio station with the biggest, most suspicIous aerial ever seen - 30lt high and
hydraulically operated. The envy of the
crowd! The Midland/Northern clubs always seem to get greater support than
the apathetic Southerners (Please don't
send hundreds of letter's disagreeing).
There were at least twenty clubs representing a large area surrounding Leicester.
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CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENTSPECIALlSTS

THE NORTH & MIDLANDS MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES HUNDREDS OF
BASE & MOBILE ANTENNAS, BURNERS, SWR, PRE-AMPS,
POWER SUPPLIES, SPLlTTERS, T. V.I., P.A.'s, ETG. ETG. ETC.

cf~~

"

TELEX

IMPORT-EXPORT WHOLESALE & RETAIL OIST.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS, FRIErJJDLY SERVICE AND FREE ADVICE.
SEND £1.50 inc. P&P FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CB MASTER CATALOGUE.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
DRIVER & P.A. TRANSISTORS, AUDIO I.C.s, CHIPS, ETC.
REPAIR & SERVICE FACILITIES TO ALL MAKES OF RIGS.

~

SmITHSOnSIFW&'::sJlTD. ::i

UTTOXETER ROAO LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT Tel: (07821315123/415 & 311215

CB MASTER DEPT. Ex 19
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Club Directory
CB Radio Magazines quarterly list of clubs.
All the information is correct at the time of going to print. If yourc!ub;s not here or your club delails are incorrect, outdated or sparse, ie no address or club
night, then phone or write to Cara/e.

Aire Valley Breakers Club
Sh,pley CIvil Social Club. Shlpley.
West Yorks.

Contact clo MISS C. Ca'dwell,
53. Albert Avenue. Sal1aire.
Sh,pley. West YOlks. 8218 4NS.

Amalgamated Breakers Club

IA.B.C.)
The Crown Hotel,
llverpool Road. Bukdale.
Every othef Thursday Evening.
Coni act Brenda Gruneklee ,Sec).
78. Bedlord Road.
e"kda)e, SoulhpOfL

Amber Valley Breaker6 Club,
The Cowboy ClUb. Derby
Every Tuesday Evening.
AnChor Breakers Club
The Anchor Pub. Shepperton.
Every Tuesday 7 30 p,m.

Andover 27 Club
Andover. Hants.
Anglia Breakers Club
The Greal While Horse Hotel.
Tavern SHeel. Ipsw,ch. Suffolk.
Every Second Sunday 7.30 p.m.
Apple County Breakers Club
The Lord Nelson.
Itmlnster. Somerset.
Every other Sunday 8.00 p.m
Arun Breakers Club
The W,ndm,11 Public House
L,tllehampton and
The B"l'sh Leg,on. BognOl Reg,s.
Meetings held at these Venues on
alternate Monday Evenings.
Atherton Breakers Club
Contact clo t 1. Ramsey Close.
Atherlon. Nr MIC Lancs.
Avon Breakers
The Lamb Publ,c House.
Cadbury Heath. Bristol.
Every F"day 8.00 p.m.
Aylesbury Breakers Club
The Buckinghamshire Yeoman.
Aytesbury.
Every Wednesday 8.30 p.m.
Conlact clo 57. Abbey Road.
Aylesbury. Buck,nghamShlre
HP193NP
Ayrshire Breakers Club
Ayrsh"e. Scotland.
Banagher FOlltrot Citizens
Band Club
Ireland
Barnsley Breakers Club
The Londoner.
Monk. Bretton. Barnsley. Sth Yorks.
Contact Mrs M Spence rSecl.
55. Chatsworth Road. Barnsley.
Soulh Yorks. S71 30H
Telephone. Barnstey 88450
Bernsteple Breakers Club
(B.B.C,1
Barnstaple.
Every other F"day Evening.
Contact Mr Pete Wh,tehead
lQ271·814080J

B.B.C.
Bedford.
Every Monday Evening.
Beach Breakers Club
Kings Oak. Nursery Road,
Nr. Loughton. Essex.
Every Sunday 7 p.m.
Contact 26. Goldlngham Avenue.
Loughton. Essex.
Bedford Breakers Club
Kempston Rovers. Bedford.
Betfast CItizen' Band Club
Belfast. N. Ireland.
Bicester Breakers Club
The Red Lion,
Bicesler loft Markel SQuare).
Every Friday Eventng.
Big A Breakers
The Nighl Owl Club.
Aldershot.
Every Monday 8,00 p.m.
Conlact ClO Maureen and Len Cutler
244. LyndhurSI Avenue.
Tlces Meadow. AlderShot. Hants
Big Ben DX QSL Club
Contact Jim Glavin, 14a Bridge
Street, Godalming, Surrey.
Big E Club
Devonshire Hall.
DevonShore Hill Lane.
Totlenham.london N17
Every Thursday.
Big Four Club
Hove, Sussex.
Biscuit Town Breakers
Merry Ma,den
Shtnl,eld Road. Reading.
Every Sunday 7.00 f).m
Black Country Breakers
BHerley Hill CIV'C Hall.
Contact clo 1. Queen Slreel,
Slourbrtdge. West Midlands.
Bournemouth Independent
Breakers Association le.I,B.A.1
The Coach House.
Femdown. Bournemouth
Every Tuesday Evening.
BOilers Breakers Club
SOUlh Llverpoot
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Campaign for British Citizens
Band Club
Birmingham.
Contact Mr Keith Townsend
I t 63. Yardley Wood Road.
Blrmtngham. 814 4LE
Canal Side Breakers Club
The Dtngle Hotel.
Lymm.
Every Monday (Excluding the 1st
Monday 01 the Monlh) 8.00 p.m.
Canvoy Breakers
The Goldmine DiscotheQue.
Canvey Island.
Every Sunday Evening
Cardilf and District Breakers
Club
CardlH.
Carlise Truckers Club
Carlisle.
Carshalton Club
SI. Hellers Mms.
Mlddleton Road. Carshalton.
Every Thursday 8.00· 12 p.m.
Castle Breakers Club
Every Tuesday 8.00 p.nI
Contact Mr Peter Bellby.
clo 181. Derby Road. Long Easton.
NottinghamshlTe.
Cathedral Breakers Club
Ll(lcoln.
C.B.C.
BIIghty's Club
Farnworth.
Every Thursday 8.00 p.m.

CB Musketeers
Milton Keynes. Bucks.

Breaker Alley Breakers (B.A.B.1
Slandalane Tavern.
Ghost Town.
Every First and Third Monday.

C.B.H.E.
HIgh Felt SOClat Club.
Old Durham Road, Galeshead.
Tyne 8. Wear.
Alternale Tuesday Evenings.
Contacl M' lan MOHlson.
89. Hareydene, Newcastle.
Tyne 8. Wear. NE5 40H
Telephone (06321 862900

Broakers Town Citizens Band
Club
Slanley Club.
Stanley Road. Carshallon. Surrey.
Every Tuesday 7.30 p.m.. 11 p.m.
Brelfni Breakers Club
Norlhern Ireland.

Bridgetown Breakers Ctub
The PhoenIX SOCial Club.
Hessle Road. Hull.

Barnet Breakers Club IB.B.C.1
The BfI/,Sh Leg,on Halt.
Brookh"l Road. East 8arnet.
Hens
Every Sunday 8 I).m.

Buzby Binders DX Club
Birmingham.

Bradford Breakers Assocla~ion
Bradford. West Yorkshire.

Barrow CB Club
The Soccer Bar SOCial Club.
Walney Road, Barrow·m·Furness.
Every other Wednesday 7.30 p.m.

Bay City Breakers
POrlStewart. N Ifeland.

Bury St. Edmunds Citizens
Band Club
Ripley House HOlel,
Northgate Avenue.
Bury St. Edmunds, Suftolk.
Every Thlfd Sunday.

CB Cruisers Club
Gwynedd. Wales.

Brickett Wood Breakers Club
The Gardenia Nud'st Camp.
Lye Lane. 8t1ckell Wood.
Every Wednesday Evening.
ContaCI Lee Component Centre.
7. Langley Road. WaUord. Herts.

B.A.T.S.
The Mllford Arms.
London Road. ISleworth.
Every Sunday Evening 7.00 f).m.

Burns Breakers Club IB.B.C.,
Ayr. Scotland.
Every Tuesday Eventng.

Boy Breakers Citizens
Band Club
Carberry. N. tleland.

Basingstoke Breakers Club
S,nalla's N,ght Club
8aslngsloke
Every WedneSday 9 p.m.

B.A,T.S. Citizens Band
Radio Club
Ncwb"dge. Ireland.

Broadland Breakers Club
The Swan.
Stall ham. Norfolk.
F.irsl Sunday in lhe month.

C.E.B.A. (Central England
Breakers Associationl
Laflayalle Club.
Sunday Night 8· \2 p,m.
Central Breakers Club
Lord Worsley.
Southall. MIddx.
Every Thursday Evening.
Central Scotland Citizens Band
Radio Club
Slorllngshue, Scotland.

Brighton Breakers Club
Brtghton, Sussex.

Charlie Tange Citzens Band
Club
Castletown. N. Ifeland.

Bristol CB C;lub
The Paradise Motel.
A38, Redhill. 8ristOI. Avon.
Every Tuesday g p.m.· t2 f).m.
Contact clo above address.

Charlie Tango Citizens Band
Club
Cow Town. N.lreland.

Brittania International
Sidebanders
Contact Scoll Ma/shall.
12 Kepslorn Close. Leeds 5.
British Sldeband Netwerk
Contact A!bie and Lesley Vickers.
15, Carman Walk, Bloadlietds.
Crawley, West Sussex.

Charlie Tango Citizens Band
Club
Dungannon. Tyrone,
N.lleland.
Cheltenham Breakers (Dlstictl
Association IC.B.D.A.)
Cheltenham. Glos.
Contact 6b/6 Pilvllle Crescent.
Cheltenham. GloucesterShIre.

Chicken Chokers Radio Club
Burton on Trent.
Every Monday Evening.
Chinatown Breakers Club
R,sls. Wires and Cables Social Club
Milehouse. Newcastle. Slaffs.
Every Tuesday Evening.
Circle City Breakers
LeedS. YorkShire.
Citizen Band Radio Action
Group IC.B.R.A.G,1
London. SE23.
Citizens Radio Association
Breakers (C.R.A,B.)
High Wycombe. Bucks.
City 01 Derry C.B.R.G.

c/o New York New York.
Stand Road. Londonderry.
Cley Town Breakers
Association
80110n.
Club 27
Southend Lane. Bromley.
Clyde Ceast Breakers
Ayrshire.
Clydeside Breakers
Supporters Club
The Shirt.
Nr. The Windy Hill.
LanarkShire.
Alternale Tuesdays 7.30 p.m.
Coastal Breakers Association
IC.O.B,R.A·1
The Ocean Bars.
BOQnor Reg,s Pier. Esplanade.
Bognor RegiS.
Every Sunday 7.30 p.m.
The Coffee Shop
The Soxley RIdIng Stables
Glasgow.
MOnday. Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday 8.00 p.m.
Colortown Breakers
The Wh'le Harl,
Dufheld. Derby
Every other Wednesday 8.00 p.m
Corby Town Breakers Club
Corby Town.
FITst Wednesday oflhe month.
Copy Cats Club
Martholme Grange. Altham
Accnnglon. Lancashore.
Alternate Tuesday 8 pm . 1 am
Concrete Canyon Breakers
Social Club
Cross Keys.
Bolsover. Nr. Chesterfoeld.
Derbys.
Every Thursday 7 45 p.m.
Cork City and County Citizons
Band Club
Cork.
Cotswold Breakers UK
New Lodge Inn.
Mlnchlnhamplon Common.
Slroud. Glos.
Every other Sunday.
CotSWOld Breakers UK
Contact The Secretary
P.O. Box 6. SlIoud.
Gloucestelshlre. GL6 ODY
Every second and last Sunday
01 the month.
County Area Breaker CB Club
Inverness.
Contact Tony Blues (VIce Chaorman)
4. Corbetl Gardens. ArderSler.
Inverness. IVl 2RY.
Telephone: ArderSler 3t 20
Countw Wicklow Breakers
Club
County Wicklow. N. Ireland.
Coventry .Junior Breakers
Club
Coventry.
Cralgavon Citizens Band
Club
Cralgavon.Gounty Armagh,
N. Ireland.

Cranham, Hornchurch,
Upminster Breakers IC,H.U.S.)
The Cllcketeers Public House.
High Slreet. Hornchurch.
Every Fflday 8.45 p.m.
Cumnock Breakers Social Club
The Dumfries Arms Hotel
Cumnock.
Every other Sunday eV('I'i.ng.
Cwmbran & District Breakers
Club
The Big L. C... ,1.0ran.
Contact Lad J (Secretary)
48. Falrhlll. Faorwater.
Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 400.
Delta Echo Club,
The Temlonal.
Hunllngdon. SI. Ives.
Delta Tango Sidebanders
of Great BritaIn
Derwent Valley Breakers
(D.V.B·1
Black Bull.
Lanchester.
Contact clo to, Prospect Terrace.
New Kya. Stanley. CO.Durham.
Deveron Valley Breakers Club
Turriff.
Aberdeenshire. ADS 7PO
Don Valley Breakers
Doncas/er. South YorkShire.
Droitwich CB Club
Edward G's Wtne Bar.
Dro,tWIch.
Every other Sunday.
Dublin 10-30 Club
Dublin. Ireland.
Dukesvill Breakers Association
The Dukefles Night Spot.
No!ls.
Every Wednesday Evening.
Dumfries Breakers Club
Gordons Bar,
First Wednesday 01 the Month
7.30 p.m.
Dunstable Association of
Brrtakers (D.A.B.'s)
The Dunstable Football ClUb.
Dunstable, Beds.
Every TueSday Evening.
Dynamite Breakers Club
N. Ireland.
East Antrim CB Club
Antrim. N. Ireland.
East Coast Breakers Association
The RAF Association Club.
Scarborough.
Every Olher Tuesday 8.00 p.m.
East Coast BreakorsAssociatlon
The Tartan House.
Fraling. Nr. Colchester.
Every FlrSI Sunday 01 the Month.
East Coast Breakers Club
The Oueens Head.
Greal Clacton
East Coast Citizens Sand Ctub
Ireland.
Enst London Breakers Club
Canmng Town. London.
Every F"day 8 00 p.m.
Eastern Counties Open
Channol Club
Everafds Hotel.
Bury St. Edmunds.
One Sunday a month.
Eche Alpha Citizens Band Club
East Antrtm. N. Ireland.
Edinburgh Cilll!ens Dnnd
Radio Club
The Founlaln Inn.
Bernlon. EdInburgh.
Every Second Wednesday.
Elite Breakers Club
The WindmIll Public House.
Lambeth High Street. London SE 1
Every Wednesday Evening.
Elite Breakers Club
Delgany. Co. WIcklow. Ireland.
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"TEACH YOURSELFC.B."

GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COPY?

CA BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

Don"l be a RUBBER-SANDER! Discover the differunce between
Cl 'GRANNY and a "FRONT DOOR'

Cl

DIRECT BY MAIL FROM

-BEAVER" and 'SMOKEY

BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NEI2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331

BEAR or

Le...n the colourful, crazy language of C.B. now
with this educational and enfertaining cassette tape
Learn also Ihe more serious aspecl of C B. Radio. For example
how 10 deal wllh an emergency
situation.

In fact
everything you need 10 know. from 'CHooSING A HANDLE" and 'BREAKI G A
CHANNEL' 10 'GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'

ALSO INCLUDED IS A REFERENCE UST

Be an •ACE' in time for legaUsation
THEN
join a convoy with confidence!

_.r-a

OFT1I.ADlTlONAL TEN CODE, PHON£l1C
ALPHABET AND GLOSSARY OF THE
MORE POPULAR PHRASES.

a~

C:::FORMULA

NE

@ CAR &C.B. ACCESSORIES c.w
~~

~"~

DV 27
MS 264
K27

£ 5.99
£24.95
£11.95

MAG MOUNT
UTILE FOOLER
ROOF AERIAL

£ 9.95
£14.95
£ 9.95

SPECIAL OFFER ... SWR METER ... £7.95 C.O.D.
PRICE LIST: PLEASE SEND SAE.
246 PAISLEY ROAD, RENFREW
041-8850330

ASKFORGORDON
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77's 88's 10-10 Samari
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Club Directory
Enfield Br••ker. Club
Royally Dance Hall,
Soulhgale. N14.
Every Monday 8.00' 10.00 p.m.

E•••• Cilia.n. Band Club
Witham, Essex.
Exeter Br••ker. Club
Exeter,
Falklrk and Diltrict Open
Channel Club
FalkJrk.

Farnborough Area Br•• k,r,

IF.A.B,)
The Oasis Club,
Alexander Road.
Farnborough, Hants.
EveI)' Tuesday Evemng.

Flillton, Urmlton, Dalghalme
Good Buddle. A••eelaton
(F.U.D.G.B.A.,
Manchester.
Forth Valley Breaker. Club

Scolland.
Four Counties 8reaker.
The ClYslal Rooms, Stam'ord.
Last Friday of the Month.

Foyl. Cro•• Border Breaker.
Club
Londonder!y. N. Ireland.
Free Breaker.
The New Carllon Club.
Raunds, Nr. Welling borough,
NOflnanls.
Every FrIday 8.00 p.m.

Fr•• Wheeler. CB Club
Crediton. Devon.

Friendly Br•• ker.
Incorporated IF.B.I.I
The Bulldog PUblic House,
Ashlord. Middlesex.
E~ery Wednesday Evening.

Owent Br.aka,. Club
Gwent, Wales.
Contact clo Breakerway CB Centre.
101, Alexandra Road,
Gwent, Wales.
Every Thursday, Friday. Saturday
and Sunday 8.00' 12.00 p.m.
The Handbreak Club
Conlacl Oavid Bult,
134, Cromwell Road.
Peterborough. Cambs.
Harbour Breaker, Club
Harbour Tavern,
Newhaven. Sussex.
Every Wednesday Evenmg.
Harrow and Wembley
Cltluns Band Group
The Queens Arms.
High Slreel, Wealdstone. Middx.
Every lirst and lhird Wednesday.
Hart of England Citizen, Band
Club
The Cutalong Public House.
Bilkongton Road. Bebworth. Warks.
Every Wednesday 8.00 p.m.
Ha,tings Breaker.
The Carilse.
(On Hastings sea·fronl)
Every second Sunday 8.00 p.m.
Hat Town Breakers Club
Contacl clo 120 Coleshlll Road,
Alherstone. Warks.
Hazard County Breakers Club
Kendall. Cumbria.
Ha.thfield 20 Club
Healhfleld, East Sussex.
Helens Bay CB Radio Club
The Sands Hotel.
Bangor. treland.
Every other Sunday 8 . 10 p.m.

Kent and Ess.x Breakers
Contact clo 24, Mill Lane.
West Thurrock, Grays, Essex.
KeUerlng BreakarClub
The Royal Holel
Kettering.
Last Monday of the month.
Contact 0 E L1nitl.
1, Beverley Close, RothweU.
Kellerlng, Northants.
Klikeel Radio Society
Newry, Counly Down,
Ireland.
Kings Norton CItizen Band Club
Birmingham.
Contact Mr John Viney,
(Chairman, K.N.C.B.C.).
112, Artington Road,
Warslock. BirMingham, 814 4QE
lagl'ln Valley Cltluns Band Club
The Halfpenny Gale
Nr. L1sburn. Co. Antrim, N. Ireland.
Lakeland Breake,. Citizen'
Band Club
Ennlskillen. N. Ireland.
L.C.B,
LeiCesler.
Leapoole Breakers Club
Maid Maflan Public House.
Copice Road, Arnold.
Noltlngham.
Lolghlon Buzzard Breaker.
Club (l.P.B.C.1
Bossard Hall. Leighlon Buzzard.
Every Thursday &00 p.m.
leslie Breaker. Club
Leslle PublIC House.
Croydon.
Every Monday EvenIng.

Midlands Citizen, Band
Radio Club
Sandies Night Club,
West BromwlCh.
Every Monday Evening.
Mid Somerset Single Sideband
and DX Club
Somerset
Molesey Open Breakers
(M.O.B.)
The Royal Oak,
Molesey.
Every Wednesday Evening.
Moonlight Bre.kers
The Worlington Hell Holel
Worlington.
Every Tuesday Evening
Moorland Rider CB Club
Monls Cafe, liverton, Devon.
Firsl Thursday of every monlh.
Contact clo R. Kerrlson.
Monts Transport Cafe,
Shule Park, liverlon. Devon.
Moray Breakers Club
The Pine Grove
Elgin.
New City Breakers Club
IN.C.B.C.)
Every Tuesday Evening.
Conlact clo CB Contre.
9. SI Leyer Court,
linford Local Centre. Graal Unlord,
Millon Keyne~, Bucks.
Nowcastle City Pre,kers
Bluebell Public House
Shield Road. Byker.
Newcastle upon Tyne.
Newry ,nd District Citizen'
Band Club
Newry, Co. Down.

Hemel Hempstead Breakers
Club
Hemel Hempslead.

Letchworth and District
Broakers Club
Conlacl P.O Box 29
Hllchin, Hertlordshire. SG5 40S.

Her.ward Preakers Club
Lincolnshire.

Limerick Breake,. Club
Limerick. Iretand.

Night City Breakers (N.C.B.,
The Nelson Arms.
Tralalgar Road, Horsham. Sussex.
Every other Monday Evening.
Inlermediate Mondays al Pimmes
Night Club, Horsham.

Har1s C.B.A,
Contact 190 Blythway.
Welwyn Garden City.
Hertlordshlle. AL7 1DV.

Light Hou.e Breakers
A.soclation (Uma Bravo Club)
Salisbury, WillS.
The First Sunday 01 each month.

19 Sliders
The Chequers Public House,
Horsparth, (Outskirts 01 Oxlord).
Every Friday Evening.

G.B.A. Manchester
The Angles Pl'bhc House,
Gardeners Row. Sabden.
Nr. Blackburn.

Highland Breakers CB Club
IH.B,C·I
The Haylolt.
Easlgate. Inverness.

Liverpool Breakers Club
Liverpool.

North Birmingham Citizens
Band Club
Birmingham.

GllIIgow CB Club
Barlanark Primary SChool.
361, HaHh11t Road, Glasgow.
Telephone: 041-771·6149
Every second Thursday 7.30 p.m.

Hlnckley Breakers Club
Hinckley.

Fr.edom Br.akers
International
Liverpool.
Contacl Red Fox.
11, June Slreet, Boolle.
Liverpool. Merseysrde. L20.
Every Tuesday Evening.

Glasgow Citizens Band Club
The Three Pigeons.
Challfl.g Cross. Glasgow.
Gloucester Commitee U.B.A.
Matson Rugby Club,
Every Wednesday 8.00 p.m.
Goytre & District Breakers Club
Goytre.
Orampian Br••k.rs Club
Aberdeen. N.E. Scolland.
Conlact R J Slrachan (Sec.)
59, Jasmine Terrace.
Aberdeen, SColland.
Orantham Breaken; Association
Consisling 01: The Original Filty
Granlham Breakers,
The Cruiser Club CB,
The November Mike Club for
Sidebanders.
Conlact Mr Dave Crossey,
8. Parklands DrIVe. Harlaxton.
Grantham. Lincoln. NG32 1HX
..\rass Court Breakera Club
Haydock, Merseyside.
Great.r Ea,terhouae
Braakers Club
Contacl J Prow,
133, Lochend Road, Easlerhouse,
Glasgow. G34 OCW.
Graatar GIssgow Breaka,.
Glasgow.
Guildford City Braakers
The Rowbarge Public House,
Near the River.
Every Friday Evening.
Gwent Br.sk.,.
High Ground 3 Bar,
Baileys Nighl Club.
Calsash. Newport.
Every Thursday, Friday and
Salurday Eveninos.
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Hope Valley Breakers Club
Derbyshire
Conlact Sambie (Sec.l
Telephone Hope Valley 30294
Huckn,ll Welfare Breakers
Club (H,W.B,C.)
Hucknall and Unby Miners Wellare.
Portland Road,
Hucknall. NoUlngham.
Every Tuesday 7 p.m.
Independent Top Valley
Bre.ker. Club
Beslwood Lodge HOlel,
Beslwood Lodge DrIVe.
Arnold. Nottmgham
Every Tuesday 8.00 p.m.
IIke,ton Breaker. Club II.B.C.1
The Feslivallnn,
Trowen. Notts.
Every Sunday Evening.
Conlacl Venus' (Sec.).
I. Exbourne Road.
Aspley. Nolls.
Thalnner City Breakers
York.
International DX Breakers Club
Conlacl 430 Westwood.
Windmill Hill. Runcorn,
Cheshire, WN7 6LL
Internation,1 DX Club
ConlaCt Lez Carroll.
225, Arnold Slreel. Boldon.
Tyne & Wear. NE35 9BA
The Invaders Club
Forslar.
Teesicle. Alea, SCotland.
Every olher Monday m variOUs
venues.
Jar.ey CB Br.akar. Club
Jersey.

L.O.T.S. CB Club
(Land of the Stars)
Hollywood. N. Ireland.
Contacl clo P.O. Box 15.
8ellast, 8T5 5HAM,inllne Braake,.. CB Club
Clo The Saracens Club
8,edon Avenue. 8Inl8)'.
Coventry, West Midlands.
Meet every Monday slartlng
7.30-8.00 p.m.
Malvern Breakers Association
(M.B.A,I
Mal~ern, Worcs.
Every Wednesday. 8.00 p.m.
Memphl, Citizen' Band Club
N. Ireland.
Meon Valley Breakers
The PI!. Gospor'l.
Every other Monday evenmg.
Contact Meon Valley Bleaker.
4. Lawrence Road. Fareham. Hants.
Morseyside 27 Club
Liverpool.
Conlacl Mr G Eagle,
Merseyside "27 Club",
clo 34 Mickleheld Road.
Llvelpool 15.
Mlddla'az Br.akar. Club
ThoAirman.
Feltham. Middlesex.
Every Monday 8.00 p.m.
Mid Glam Breakers
Glamorgan.
Mid Kent CB Club
The "Queens Head Holel".
High Slleet. Maidstone, Kent.
Every Sunday 7.30 p.m.
Contact M.K.C.B.C.
Clo Ten Four Telecomm Ltd.,
22 The Broadway, Maidstone, Kent
Telephone Maidstone 681719

Jolly Rodger Club
Cenlral File Scolland.

Mid Kent CiUlans Band Club
Medway Public House.
Bank Slreel, Maidstone, Kent.
Every Sunday.

K.1g Club
Kllmarnock.
Every other Tuesday evening.

MldUnk, Bre,ke,.
Slealord. Lincolnshire.
Every Sunday Afternoon.

North Pucks Bra.k.rs
The FoUy,
Adstock, Buckingham.
Conlact The Secrelary,
clo 20 PighUo Crescent, Bucks.
North Country Breakel'$
The Forrester,
Adwick, Nr. Dancasler
Every Thursday 8.00 p.m.
North Cotswold Citizens Band
Club
StraUord Upon A~on.
North Ea.t DerbyshIre
11>4 Club
The Shoulder 01 Muuon,
Nr. Chesterfield.
Every Wednesday 8.00 p.m.
North London Breaker, Club
The Red Lion,
Borehamwood, Herls.
Every Tuesday Evening.
North London Breakers
Association
The Sparrow Hawk,
Glengall Road. Edgware, MiddX.
Every Wednesday Evening.
North M_nche,'er Citizens
Band Club
The Belmont Holel.
Mlddlelon Road. Crumpsall.
Manchester 8.
Every other Monday 8.00 p.m.
North Surrey Breakers CB
Radio Club
The Rose PUb.
"Napoleon Bar",
Carshallon, Surrey.
Every Saturday Evening.
North West Cllizans
Band Club
Meel mOnlhly at dlllerenl venues.
Contact Miss VlVien Blackbum tSec.)
104, Duke Slreet, Soulhport,
Merseyside PR8 5DE
Northampton Breakers
Club
The Needle, Northampton.
Every Wednesday and Sunday
Evening

Northern Association CB Club
(N.A,C.B.C.)
Contact John HardY.
19. L1ngs Lane. Hatlield, Doncaster
South Yorkshire
or Steve Robinson
3, Ivy Road, Thorno, Doncaster,
Soulh YOlkshire ON8 4HP
Tel: Thorne 812609
North,lde Breakers Club
lhe Lansdown Hotel
Every other Tuesday EvenIng.
Contacl clo Lansdown Court,
Anlllm, Bellast. N. Ireland.
NorwiCh Social Br.akers Club
Norwich, Norfolk.
Oastars Break.r, and
Social Club
Weald of Kent.
Every Friday Evening.
Dldham Breakers
Qldham, Lancashire.
Orplngton Cpl.,. Club
Ramsden Boys SChool.
Orpington, Kent.
Every Tuesday EvenIng.
Outer City Breakefs
$olhall Worklng Mens Club.
Beighton. Sheffield.
Every Tuesday Evenmg.
Paisley U.B.A.
Ardgowan Holel. Paisley.
Ponderossa Broeker Club
The BurnSlde Cafe.
Harth,11.
Every Tuesday 7.30 p.m.
Pendle CB Club
Lancashire.
Pershore CB qadio Club
{Plum Town;
The Plum Tree, Pershore.
FirSI and Third Salurday 7.30 p.m.
Peterborough Handbreak Club
Meet at lhe Lime Tree.
Peterborough.
Plymouth Citizens Band Club
"Singing Wheel."
Last Sunday 01 the Month
Con18CI clo R. Kemsoo.
Monls Transport Cafe,
Shute Park, LlVerton, Devon.
Polomint City Breakers
The Greenhills Hall.
Contact P.O. Box 1004,
East KHbride. SCotland.
Every second Monday evening.
Pony Town Preakers
The Golden Lion Hotel,
High Street, Newmarket.
Every Monday 8.30 p.m.
Popular Breakers Club
Oryden Hall,
Bas,ngSloke.
Every Tuesday 8.00 - 11.00
Contacl Stephanle Jones,
Baslngsloke {0256j 54581
Proper Bravo Ch.rUe DX Club
Contact Mike.
P.O. Box 6. Pershore.
Quarry Braaker UK CB Club
HeadUngton Oxford.
Every other Friday evening.
Contact clo 35, FeUiplace Road.
Headllnglon, Oxford.
Ram City Breakers (U.B.A.)
P.O. Box 34. Derby.
R.B. DX Club
Conlact P.O. Box 4,
Stradraer. SCotland.
Radsord and Di,trlct Bre.kers
Club
The Pilot Public House.
Bumaby Road. Radsord, Coventry.
Every Sunday Evening 8.30 p.m.
Reddish Breakers
Bllghly Night Club
Farnworlh.
Every olher Thursday EvenIng.
Renfraw and District Citilens
Band Club
Renfrew. Scolland.
Rhondda B;;"akera Club
Conlact B. D. Sinelair.

clo 35. Shady Road. Gem,
Rhondda, South Wales.
Ribble Breakers Association
(R.B.A·I
Preston Northend Suppolters Club
Oeepdale. Preston.
Every other Monday Evening.
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MIDLAND OPEN CHANNEL
TELECOM LTD.
133 FLAXLEY RD, STECHFORD, BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ
TEL: 021 784 3129 or 021 742 5617
T.V. IS
T.V. IS
T.V. IS

BIRMINGHAMS FOREMOST
IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

SPECIALISTS IN C.B. RADIO ACCESSORIES, VIDEO RECORDERS
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
SOMMERKAMP AMATEUR & MARINE RADIOS
ALL ACCESSORIES STOCKED
C.T.E. MAIN STOCKIST.

q
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i\....
antennas BASE & MOBILE
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF ~ :
SUPERB EQUIPMENT BOTH PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH.
SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW SIGMA IV 6.14dBi GAIN OM NI-DIRECTIONAL
BASE STATION ANTENNA OF £39.80 RETAIL INC. V.A. T. (ONLY 300 UNITS).
AV·11.

HERE IT IS THE BASE STATION
ANTENNA EVERYONE IS
TALKING ABOUT.

THE MOBILE UL TlMATE!

SIGMA IV AY-174'" - Unmatched performance and
unequalled strength! Unique co-inductive design on
this new 3/4 wave omni·directional antenna enables you
to transmit and receive further than ever thought
possible. Produces higher(6 dBi) gain over an isotropic
source than any other non-directional CB antenna.
Tunable to 1.1:1 S.W.A. at resonance and 1.5:1 or less
beyond band edges. Weight - 12 Ibs. A.F. Safety
Factor: 2000 w. Height - 27'. Diameter - 30".
AV·281

SPECIAL PRICE ON MOONRAKER 4
BASE STATION ANTENNA.

£115 INC. VAT EACH
(ONLY 100 UNITS).
SPECIALS ARE ONLY FOR CB'ers.

AY·261M

AV·261 MOBILE MOONRAKER'" - Want base slation
performance from your mobile? Mobile Moonraker is guaranteed to outperform any other mobile CB antenna or your
money back. Weatherproof Avanti coil with heavy copper
windings and a 6' 17·7 pH Stainless Steel whip for a 1000
W RF safety factor.
AV·261 M MOBILE MOONRAKER" - with giant moon
magnet. Guaranteed Moonraker performance plus giant
multi·pole magnet actually improves coupling forthe lowest

SW.A.

LYNDON RADIO & T.V.
SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS.
TEL: 021 742 5617
OPEN:

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday
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TURNER
K.40
HY-GAIN
HARADA
SIRTEL
'FIRESTIK'
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Club Directory
Contact Secretary S.C.8.C.
497 Romsey Road.
Shlrley, Southampton,

R_d Runner CB Club
Exeter.
Every Tuesday Night
Winstons In the High St., Exeter.
Contact Sec. Mrs. M.J. Taylor.
32, Isca Road, St. Thomas.
Exeter EX2 8BJ.
Roaring Forties Citizens
Band Club
Donegal. N. Ireland.

Southend Breakers
Association
Southend.
Every Wednesday Evening.
South Coast Area Breakers

S.C.A.B.

Roger Sleep Club
Bestwood Miners Welfare Club,
Bestwood Village. Nottingham.
Every Thursday Evening 7.30 p.m.
Rolling Road CB Club
Cornwall.
Contact clo R. Bacca.
West Lynn. A30 Main Road.
Blackwater. Nr. Truro. Cornwall.
Telephone: St.Oay 820 347

Worthing, West SusselC.

South.r" Breaker. Society
Social Club
Beach Hotel,
Llttlehamplon.
Every Wednesday Evening.
Also meel at the
Rock Gardens Pavillion,
Portsmouth
Every Tueday Evening.
Southtields Br.aker. Club
South/lalds.

Roman City Breakera Club
(R.C.B.C.I
Chester·le-Street. Co. Durham.
Sandwell Area Clth:ens Band
Radio Club
The Liberal Club.
Nimmmgs Lane, Blackheath.
Every other Tuesday Evening.

South Manche.ter Breakers
Club
Slre1ford. Manchester.
Every Second Sunday.
Contact cia 8, Parsonage Road,
Wilhinglon, Manchester 20.

Trout City Breakers
Lancashire.

Square Weald Breakers
Every Thursday at Fox and Hounds
Haywards Heath. Sussex.
St. Albans Breaker.
The Crystal Palace,
St. Albans. Herts.

The Stag Town Breaker. Club
IS.T.B,I
Courtlands Social Club,
Thorpe Road. Bellamy Road Estate,
Mansfield, Nolls.

Slough Lot of Breaker.
S.L.O.B.S.
Slough.

Stone City Breakers
Kidderminster.
The Strawberry Town Breaker
Club
Contact clo 86. Edinburgh Drive.
Wisbech, Cambs.
Telephone: Camb. 67771

Spiretown Breakera S.C.
The Hollingwood Hotel,
A619. Chester/ield.
The Smoke City
Belfast, N. Ireland.
Southampton CB Club
The Muddled Man.
Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton
Second and Last Thursday of montt

Surt City Breakers
Contact clo M. Biddlecombe.
23. West Park Road.
Bude. Cornwall.
Telephone: Bude 2746.

Tullamore Citizen$ Band Club
County Oflally, N. Ireland.
Tunbridge Wells Citlllens Band
Association
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

T.V. Club
Every Sunday t 0.30 a.m.
Contact T.V. Club,
P.O. 80x 17, Long Eaton,
Nollingham. NG10 20B
Write enclosing name A.M. Handle
and a daytime or ~vening phone no.

White Mountains Breakers
Contact clo D. Rolherham,
Little Trenance.
Sf. Austell. Cornwall.
Telephone St. Austel1820 347

White Horae Breake,. Club
The East Challow Country Club
Wantage.

Woking Centre Breakers
Jovial Sailor.
Woking.

Valley Breake,. Gwent
The Hafodyrynyf Welfare Club
Every Sunday morning - eyeball
Every Wednesday evening - meeting

Wool Town B.C.
The Old Cobler,
Thornhill Lees,
Dewsbury. W. York.

£450
£4.95
£3.50

TRACY'S PLACE, 118 HIGH ST.,

Worcester Breakaways,
The Forresters Arms.
Every Sunday Evening.
Worcester 19 Breakers
The Bush Inn
SI. Johns, Worcester.
Every Thursday Evening.
Worth Valley Breakers Club
"Brockling Working Mens Club"
Contact Mr. B. Widdop.
clo 1. Woodhouse Drive, Keighley.
Wyre Forest Breakers
Worcs.
Yanki Kilo Club
York.
Yate and District Breakers
(Y.A.D.1
The Stars and Stripes
Entertainmenl Centre. Yate.
Contact Secreta/)!.
clo 79a Grove Road,
Fishponds, Bristol.
Yorkshire Elite Breakers
The Fairway Inn.
Birley. Sheffield.

Phew! This
Club List just
grows and
grows.
Sorry, no room
for Club Spot
this month
because of the
size of the
Directory back next
month.

Wight Breakers CIUD IW.B.C.)
Isle 01 Wlght.

United Kingdom Citizens Band
Radio Club
Contact UKC.B.R.C.
Flat 6. 31. Oldchurch Road,
Uphill. Weston Super Mare. Avon.

SWEATSHIRTS

CHILDS 26" - 32" ....

Whiskey Club
The Railway,
New Maiden.
Every Sunday 8.00 p.m.
Whlaky Mike Breaker. Club
West Marting Social Club
Kenl.
Every Thursday Evening.
Contact Mr. Prentice,
153. Saltins Road, Snodland, Kent.·

ALL YOU GOOD BUDDIES HAVE YOUR OWN
CLUB NUMBER AND HANDLE PRINTED ON
QUALITY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS.
S.M.L.
X.L.

Weymouth & Dorchester 40 Ch,
Club
Dorset.
Contact Sue Brackley ISecretary}
P.O. Bo~ t3. Weymouth.
Dorset.

Tunnel Town Breaker$ Club
The Teashop. Articlave.
First Thursday of Ihe month 8.oopm
and The Peler Thompson Halt
Cotlerock.
Third Thursday of the month 8pm
Contact Tunnel Town Breakers Club
P.O. Bo~ 28. Cleraine,
BT52 1NR. N. Ireland.

T-SHIRT & SWEATSHIRT
PRINTING
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West Coast Breakers
West Glasgow.

Squad 27 Swing City
The Flying Salmon.
Llandysul, Dyfed. Wales.
Every Tuesday Evening.

St, Giles Breaker Club
SI. GHes Football Club,
Barton Road. Barkstone,
Nr. Nuneaton, Warks.
Every Tuesday Evenmg.

Silaoe Breakers Club
Berks.

21 Breakers ClUb
NewQuay, Cornwall.
Contact 4, Chesterlon Place.
Chester Road. NewQuay. Cornwall.
Telephone NewQuay 3335

West Glamorgan 8raakers
Association
The Four Winds Public House,
Pori Talbot, West Glamorgan.
Every Tuesday 7.30 p.m.

West Wales Breakers Club
Wales.

Shaky Town Area Breakers
IS.T.A.B·I
The William Cobetl Public House.
Farnham, Surrey.
Every Wednesday Evening.

Silk Town Breakers Club
Maccleslield, Cheshire.

10/20 Breakers Club
Hurlford Working Mens Club.
Hurlford. Kilmarnock.
Every Second Tuesday Evening.

Three Countries Breakars
Club 13.C.B.C.1
Oorsel.

Hednesford Road,
Brownhllls West, West Midlands.
Every Tuesday 8.00 p.m.

Silly Breakera Society S.B.S.
The Royal Oak,
107. High Street.
Teddington. Middlesex.
Every Thulsday 8.00 p.m.

The Essex Arms,
Forest Road. London E12.

Wes5ex Open Channal Club
The White Hart
Ford. A420
(Between Chippenham and Bristol)

Spey Valley Breakers Club
ScoUand.

Shakeapeare County Breakers
Stratford Upon Avon.
Eve/)! other Monday Evening.

Association
The DOlrick

Sierra Tango Citillen. Band Club
Ballymena, N. Ireland.

1l).4 Club

Warwick and Leamington CB
Organisation
Chimes Nightclub.
Leamington Spa.
Every Monday 7,10.30 p.m.
Contact P.O. Box 6,
Leamington Spa, CV32 6SB.

West Oxfordahira Breakers
Club
The Swan Hotel,
Eynsham. Oxford.
Every Monday Evening.

South Staffs Breaker

Stratford Upon Avon, Warwickshire
Every other Monday 8.00 p.m.

1l).4 Club,
The Town Centre Club.
Warrlngton.
Every Friday 8.00 p.m.

The Voice of Scotland
International DX Club
Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.
Contact The Ace Kllm. 43964

The Thorne and Di.trict
Breakers Club
The While Hart,
Thorne.
Every Tuesday Evening.

Yeovll, Somerset.

Shaky Town Breakers Club
The Maudsley Social Club,

Telford CB Radio Club
Contact P.O. Box 418.
Tweedale, Telford. Salop.

Crumlin Institute Building.
Crumrin. Newport. Gwent. Wales.

27 Coastline Breakers
Contacl P.O. Box 24.
Rhyl, Clwyd. N. Wales.

South Somerset Breakers (S.S.A

Seven City Breakers
Dereks Club.
Harlescolt. Strewsbury.
Every other Tuesday 8.00 p.m.

Great Arne. Nr. Alcester,

Tamworth Tame Valley Breaker
ClUb (T.T.U.B.C.)
Bellrey, Sulton Coldfield.
Every other Sunday Evening.

Contact Jolt Woodland (Secretary)

clo The Silver Rooster CB Store,

West London Breakers Club
IW.L.B.C·1
The While Hart,
HIgh Street. Southall.
Every Tuesday 8'12.00 p.m.

Telephone: 061-445'7612
(Evenings and Weekends only)

S.B.C.B.C.
Contact 14. Del/ene Road,
Shirley, Sotihull. West Midlands.

Swindon CB Club
The Moonraker Public House,
Swindon.
First and fourth Wedneday of the
Month 8.00 p.m.

T·SHIRTS
S. M. L
.
X. L.
.
CHILDS 24" - 30"
.

£1.95
£2.45
£1.45

COLOURS:- BLACK, WHITE, RED, PALE BLUE,
OR NAVY.
LETTERS + NUMBERS: BLACK OR WHITE.
FLOCK 10p EACH.
POST + PACKING SOp EACH GARMENT

STAINES, MIDDX. TEL. STAINES 55834
CB Radio May 81

FRANCHISE RETAIL OUTLETS REQUIRED ON NATIONAL BASIS

90 STOCKWELL GATE, MANSFIELD, NOTTINGHAMSH.IRE
TEL: (0623) 651965

.IP~'THELARGEST~!§!i~1III

I~ ~CB ACCESSORIES
DISTRIBUTORS OF
Sliiiiii
IN THE U.K.

~;",""h'.
79 Church Road, Hendon, London NW4

Tel: Ul 2035277/8
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Come and see the biggest
and best selection of
CB Radio Accessories

li[:~4'1

~~

i!!~!ll
~-

,
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Safety at
900 MHz?
The National Radiological Protection Board have given 928 a clean bill of health.
World wide controversy surrounds the allocation of a
900 plus frequency to public use. Britain is, as the
government have continually stated, not alone In allocating a VH F Citizens Band frequency. In America the
subject caused great alarm and resulted in many interest·
ing developments, some of which we have reported on
In the past (issue 2 featured an article by Richard
Vincent, vice president of Firestik enfitled 27,450 or 900
Mhz? Later in issue 5 a further article 900 MHz ... the
known and the unanswered also raised the subject of
safefy for the users. Then in issue 6 we reported on an
out of court settlement in America where a 450,000
dollar law suit had been tiled against Motorola charging
body damage created by radiation at 8000 MHz. It was
reported to have been settled out of court for 200,000
dollars).
Just from these brief extracts It becomes apparent of
the fears many have regarding RF at such a high
frequency as 930MHz. Yet despite many leading world
experts fears, 930 MHz has received clearance and has
been declared by the British National Radiological
Protection Board as safe for public use. The following is
an extract from their recent statement designed to allay
fears.

Induction of brain tumours
"Objections have been raised to the government's
preferred frequency for a public 'Open Channel' radio
service (around 928 MHz UHF) on the grounds of
possible health hazards. The specific dangers cited
are "the induction of brain tumours and cataracts in the
eyes.
The board considers that there is no scientific evidence
that exposure to microwaves or radio frequencies will
cause brain tumours or other cancers or that there is
any evidence which indicates the existence of special
hazards from radiation in the frequency range 150 to
1200 MHz.

Cataracts in animals
Exposure to very high power levels of microwaves has
been shown to cause cataracts in animals and may be
inferred to give rise to a similar effect in humans, but the
exposure must be such as to raise the temperature of
the eye by at least 4'C for more than ten minutes. The
normal temperature of eyes and body fluctuates daily by
about 1-2 degrees C. and possibly more under the
influence of physical exertion. For hand-held radio
transmitters with total effective radiated powers of less
than 3 watts, studies indicate that the temperature rise
In the eyes will not be more than 1.0'C when their aerials
are held no closer than 1 cm to the face and the
transmitter operated continuously for several minutes.
Direct comparisons between hand-held transmitters
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has shown little difference in the total power absorbed
by the head at 150MHz, 450MHz and 900MHz or In the
maximum values of the power absorption. There is no
reason to expect significantly different results at other
frequencies in this range.

Unlikely to be any danger
There is unlikely to be any direct danger to health from
hand-held transmitters used for the 'Open Channel'
communication In any part of the radio frequency
spectrum, when the effective radiated powers are less
than 3 watts and the transmitters and their aerials are
kept more than 1 or 2 cm from the head. In the case of
mobile transmitters with effective radiated powers of 25
watts it would be inadvisable to place the head closer
than about 10cm to the aerial for any length of time.
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SOUND
AROUND
CAR RADIO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED

01-5755030
SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

~ BREAKERWAV

<;1:;;;~t1~~r~E~D:F~R~H~B:!

SWITCH-ON LATER THIS
YEAR? DON'T WAIT 'TIL
THE LAST MINUTE FOR
THOSE CB ITEMS THAT
YOU CAN LEGALLY
INSTALL RIGHT NOWWE STOCK THE LOT!

CALL 0633-213332 NOWl

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLIP ROAD
GREENFORD
MIDDLESEX

CB.

CB.

101 A"LEXANDRA ROAD,

NEWPORT,
GWENT,
TEL: (06331 213332

CB.

MID CORNWALL
SUPA

Accessories

'Tel: (0562) Kidderminster 742461

SUPADUCK FORCB-CBACC!OSSORIES
pre-amps, burners, SWR/Power Meters, electric,
disguised, firesticks, K40, crooksticks, stardusters,
skylabs, power mikes, powersupplies, ex!. speakers
and suppression gear. All the CB - CB GOODIES
IN STOCK"

CB CENTRE
MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
All Accessories Available
Antennas, S.w.R. Meters, Slide Mounts,
Extension Speakers, etc. etc.

TRENANCE ROAD
ST. AUSTELL
PHONE: ST. AUSTELL

(0726) 5429

Opening hours: Mon - Sat: 9.30- 7.30 p.m., Sun: 2·6 p.m.

Shop premises;

24, BASKERVILLE ROAD,
off UPTON ROAD,
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS.
CB Radio May 81
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SUPPLIERS (
VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP
ANTENNAS
M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy-Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. Harada TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX275fs. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy-Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.

MICROPHONES

Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
Denzai. Hy-Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others.

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat

•

UI
•
•
cIa IS S
)F COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
72-74 QUEENS ROAD
HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES
SURREY

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP

TEST EQUIPMENT
SWR·25. SWR·15. Hansen 50B. Hansen 5E. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT·15. CBT·25. CBM·40. Others. Dummy Loads.

MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. 50-209 - 3.5mm
jack. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
Cables. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
Supression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers. PA Horns.
Others. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre·Amps etc.
IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.
Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barcl ycard number
for immediate dispatch. We will help with any problems by phone if at all
possible.

Send a SAE for our
New Comprehensive Catalogue

Antennas and
Transmissions on
CB Frequencies
by F.e. Judd, FISTC, MIOA. IPRE. - Part 7

Antenna Gain and Reference
All antennas have a specific performance and the
different parameters concerned with that performance
are or should be given in manufacturers specifications.
Although there is a great variety of antennas of different
types there is only one basic antenna and that is the
'half-wave' and the term means precisely that i.e., the
length of the antenna is half of the wavelength at the
frequency of operation. At 27MHz the full wavelength
is:300 x 10'
27 x 10' = 11.11 metres

levels. One of the levels must be given as a reference
otherwise any figure quoted in decibels has no meaning
at all. It cannot simply be said:- "This antenna has a gain
of 6dB". Such a statement is quite meaningless. But
supposing it was said:- "This antenna has a gain of 6dB
relative to the gain of a dipole referenced at OdB". Now
we have a statement which is meaningful. It is telling
you that the 6dB gain of this antenna is directly related
to the gain of a dipole, which is the normally accepted
standard antenna with a reference gain of 1 (or unity)
and which is rated as OdB.

The length of a half-wave antenna at this frequency will
therefore be 5.55 metres or 18.2 feet. All other antennas, no matter what kind, are either multiples of halfwave elements as used for example in the formation of
parasitic beam arrays and also in co·phased active
element arrays (coli nears). However, an antenna may
consist simply of a single element of some other fraction
of a wavelength for example, a quarter wavelength or
five-eights of a wavelength, both of which are fairly
commonly used.

A

--

All antennas have a property called DIRECTIVITY
which refers to the maximum radiation from the antenna
in one or more specific directions. It is this factor of
directivity alone that determines the so-called GAIN of
an antenna and which is also one of the most confusing
of all the various antenna performance parameters.
Unfortunately very few understand the real meaning of
gain and this particular parameter is exploited deceptively by many manufacturers in order to make the
performance of their antennas appear far better than
they really are.
In fact some of the performance claims in respect of
'gain' quoted by many antenna manufacturers completely contravene the British Trades Description Act.
Deception of this kind lies mainly in the use of the term
decibel, or dB, when used to express gain factors.
ro begin with the decibel is not a measure of gain, or
of anything else for that matter and has no meaning
whatsoever unless related to a quoted specific reference.
The decibel, which is one tenth of a Bel, is simply a
logarithmic ratio of two voltage, or current, or power
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-...........:::--~
Normal plalled
radiation pal1ern

Directional
(Beam) antenna

Fig.1: Radiated power from an antenna con be conCentTOled mainly In one

direction. The area covered is known asfhe area of maximum directivily. ThUs.
radiation is nor wasted in other areas for example, rhor whkh lays within Ihe orc

between the angles A and D. The polor pattern shown is typical of that produced
by

Q

small beam antenna.
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Let us take this a little further. Firstly the 6dB we have
used as an example does not mean that this antenna
will radiate 6 times more power than is fed into it, or even
six times more power than could be radiated by a single
dipole. A 'gain ratio' of 6dB is in actual fact a power gain
of 3.98 and which is really only 'effective' gain. Remember that in any case power is measured in WAITS not
decibels.
No antenna can radiate more power than is actually
supplied to it but certain types of antenna are designed
to radiate mainly in one direction only as shown in fig.1.
In this case power is not wasted by being radiated in
directions where it is not needed. The power thus saved
is therefore added to that being radiated in a desired
direction. So we have achieved power gain, or what
should really be called directivity gain. Generally speaking the more radiation an antenna can be made to
concentrate in one direction the greater will be its
effective gain. This is why om ni-directional antennas
such as single element ground planes and single
vertical dipoles (or half-wave antennas) which radiate
equally in all directions around, have no gain.

on the surface area of a sphere will be:

Since radiation from an isotropic antenna would be
uniform in all directions its "gain" would be absolute
unity which allows it to be used as a reference by which
to compare the directivity and therefore the power gain
of all antennas having directive properties.

B

A

Power arriving
at point PT

x=

Directional
antenna

(0) Shows how 'he cross section beam area from Q directional feol onteMOcan be
used to calculate its direetiviry or power gain.
NOTE: as explained in Ihe text the isorropic is frequently used os 0 reference
antenna although Ihe more usual reference is me holf-wove ( dipole).

Fig.2: The derivation of an isotropic onfenna which is sometimes used os 0
standard unity gain reference.
CA) The configuration of 0 point source an,enna radiating power fa 0 definable
point

...

If the isotropic antenna could be replaced by a real
directional antenna as indicated by'X' in fig. 2B, then the
power from this reaching the surface of the sphere
would be concentrated over an area formed by a cross
section of the whole radiation field. The position of this
cross section is taken as being between the angles
intersecting points where the power amplitude is 3dB
from maximum i.e., at 0.707 of maximum radiation
intensity. If the cross section were circular with a
diameter (d) of say 60° then its area would be:

(PT) on the surface of a sphere.

~ d'

= ~ 60' = 2827.43 square degrees.

The Isotropic Antenna
It is hoped that the previous explanation regarding so
called antenna gain has made clear the fact that no
antenna produces gain in the sense that it amplifies the
power supplied to it. However, assuming a perfect
antenna with no losses all the powersupplied to it would
be' radiated. On the other hand no antenna exists that
will radiate all the power supplied to it in all directions
around it. Nevertheless, it is convenient to assume that
such an antenna does exist and this is known as an
isotropic antenna which can be better visualised as a
point source of radiation at the centre of a sphere with
an area 4rrr'. If, as shown in fig. 2A, the radiated power
from a point source (P) travels for a given distance (D)
then the unit power (PR) arriving at any single point (PT)
CB Radio May 81

The ratio of this area to that of the sphere in square
degrees is a direct ratio of the directivity of the antenna
and from this we can verify the power gain with reference
to an isotropic. So taking the area of the sphere as 4rrr'
or41253 square degrees, the power gain of the directional
antenna would be
41235
2827.43

=

14.59

The gain in decibels would therefore be 10 Log,o 14.59
or 11.6dB, or more correctly, 11.6dBi (i indicates gain
over an isotropic). We can therefore say that this
antenna has a gain of 11.6dB over an isotropic.
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Antennas and.
Transmissions on
CB Frequencies
Reference Antennas
It may now be realised that we have two possibilities
for a reference antenna Le., an antenna by which all
others can be compared for power gain and in fact other
parameters of performance as well. One is the isotropic
antenna which is purely hypothetical i.e., it does not
exist, the other being the half-wave or dipole and which
is of course a real antenna. This has already been
referred to.
When the isotropic is used as a reference for unity
gain, or OdB, then the gain of a real dipole can be said to
be 2.14dB, relative of course to the isotropic. If the
dipole itself is used as a reference antenna then its gain
must be taken as unity or OdB. Therefore the directivity
gain of any antenna can be referred to either the
isotropic orthe dipole so when you purchase an antenna
for which the maker claims a gain of so many dB you
should ask:- "What is the gain of this antenna referred
to; a dipole or an isotropic radiator?" It is misleading to
quote a dB figure without a reference. For example,
suppose the maker says this antenna has 5dB gain. If
this figure really does relate to an isotropic then the gain

of this antenna over a dipole is actually 2.86dB and NOT
5dB. In other words for any gain quoted in dB relative to
an isotropic simply subtract 2.14 from the figure to
obtain the gain relative to a dipole.
Final word of advice. Irrespective of any gain figure
quoted in dB (decibels) do not accept it unless it can be
proved by a manufacturers statement exactly what that
gain is relative to Le., isotropic or dipole.
Next month I hope to deal with different types of
popular antennas at present available and the real
directivity gain that each is capable of. for example,
most ground plane type antennas have no gain at all and
indeed the efficiency is often so much lower than that of
a dipole, that any gain, if one could call it that, is
negative.

1.WII........

Magazine

ISATYOUR NEWSAGENTS THE LAST
THURSDAY OF EVERY MONTH.
JUNE ISSUE ON SALE
THURSDAY MAY THE 28TH.

CB ACCESSORY CENTRE
JUST IN FROM USA - Compact linear amplifier,
swilchable 70 and 150 wall, AM or 5SB. with pre'amp
and 13.8v power supply. Measures only 4Y."x2Yt"x6"
£120.00 ioc. VAT + P+P.

ALSO limited Quantity 75 watt AM/5SB linear

amplifiers. £68.50 inc VAT + P+P.
PLEASE make cheques or postal orders pay.
able to wTHE BREAKERS YARD" and allow 14
days delivery. Trade enquiries welcome.

OPEN 2 8 pm Weekdays
10 am - 6 pm Saturday
M

Croft Street,
leckhampton,
Cheltenham, Glos.
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AT YOUR LOCAL CB SHOP NOW
IMPORTED AND SUPPLIED BY THE BIGGEST AND BEST

oeT

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RETAILING CB
ACCESSORIES, WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST. TRADE ONLY.
•_..~ Qi ENQlJ

_N.,LO
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Readers Write
Dear Sir,
With reference to your piece on the
London Convoy. I thought you may be
interested to know that certain breakers
from the south didn't reach the finat meeting point due to a pile up on the M25.
The breaking channel was 12 for the
convoy so any messages to the convoy
could be heard on this. Humourous mes·
sages were passed over on this channel as
well as occasional complaints about the
convoy moving too fast or slow. Also, a
certain white car in the convoy was warned
by breakers, that his brake lights were not
working.
We turned onto the M25 from the M3
heading for the M4 and the Heston service
area About 500 yards down the M25 there
was a sudden mass of confusion. Someone
had stopped quickly and been hit in the
rear, followed by another 3 cars including
myself on the end Mygirlfriend had concussion as she had hit the screen with a fair
whack My car was immobilised so with the
help of ever faithful breakers we pushed it
onto the hard shoulder. My thanks at this
point goes to the chap in the Austin
Princess and his companions who helped a
great deal. My' main worry was about my
girlfriend, but I managed to exchange
addresses and insurance companies with
the car in front of me. 1left before the police
arrived as I wanted to get 'Music Maker' my
girlfriend seen to. Kango kindly gave us
both alitt to mycousins in Knightsbridge. To
cut a long story short, we eventually got
home by train.
I thought this may be of some interest to
you coming from a fellow breaker who was
actually in the convoy from where it first set
off down south. Even though this was a
great loss to me I'm even more into CB radio
especially as there are always people who
are breakers prepared to help people in
trouble as we most definitely were.
Yours
PRIZE GUY (Portsmouth)
Dear Sir,
I am illerested in CB and "Ham" radio. I
am at present unemployed "thanks to
Maggies cut back", secondly I was in Signals during my army life from 1936-67, and
now have bags of time to catch up with the
hobby. At least I am home based with a Hi
gain station. I shall be building up my station
10 a good working home base and any
information on a good layout would be
gratefully accepted. P.S. You're never too
old to learn. I'm 61 years young.
BIG OAK
Dear CB Radio Magazine,
I would like to make a suggestion concerning the breaker channel. Being a long
distance truck driver (who's rig has been
confiscated by the police, of whom I hold no
malice), 19 is known as the truck drivers
channel, so numerous towns in the country
have moved their breaker channel to various other places on the dial ie. 27.14 and 5.
My suggestion is, that, like we have
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breaker channels 19 for the truck and 9 for
emergencies, why not have one channel for
all the local breakers? Forexamplechannel
25. This would make things a lot easier
especially for local breakers, as it would
mean that they would not be shouting to
truck drivers to clear the breaker channel.
This would also mean that truck drivers,
holiday makers, travelling salesmen and
out of town breakers ete. would also know
what the local breaker channel is (ie last
summer I was in the Isle of Man for four days
before I found out what the local breaking
channel was) and use it if they wish to.
I would like this suggestion to be put up
at Breakers clubs and then depending on
the response to it, see if we can get one
national, but local breaker channel.
Yours faithfully,
BLUE (Summer Wine City)
Unfortunately, in Scotland, the UBA have
unsuccessfully attempted to steal the
thunder from the more informed CB clubs in
that they have openly admitted that they are
the ones who will campaign for CB, and no
one else.
Let us take the argument a bit further. It
is all too true to say that the majority of
breakers seldom consider the implications
of 27 MHz AM CB being legalised If we end
up with this system (God forbid!) we will be
unable to fully utilise the possibilities of an
easily obtainable two-way radio system due
to the problem of tropospheric propagation.
In Glasgow, the use of 27MHz CB rigs
has increased by such a degree that it is no
longer uncommon to meet neighbours at a
CB club meeting. It is undeniably true that
40 channels is totally insufficient for this
city, but at the same time, it is well nigh
impossible to contact another station as
littleasa mile distant due tothe skip problem.
We must also consider the inhabitants of
more remote areas, who due to geographical problems, will require considerably
improved reception facilities than those
offered in the present system.
If a MHz facility is to be offered, we will
be able to purchase equipment which is
similar in design to 27MHz sets and therefore similar in price, with perhaps theexception that world demand will be smaller.
We will have a system with little or no
skip, and clear reception facilities. Lets be
honest; when a prospective breaker buys
an illegal rig he knows all too well that there
is always the chance that it will be'removed'
by authorities.
He should also know that his equipment
probably causes acute TVI because of the
limitations in the performance of his rigs.
If anyone really desires to OX, he can go
foran amateur licence and at the same time,
use a 41 MH'.: set for local communication
Surely, therefore, jf it transpires that
27MHz is not legalized the outcry will not
be as loud as expected when it is known
that the frequency offered is superior in
practically every way.
I wonder what the UBA will do then. At
present they have given themselves no

other option but to cry for an outmoded
frequency.
IAN PATERSON (Red Lion)
Chairman GCBC
I have a few comments to make in reply
toyour Readers Write section. First of all the
letter from Pink Submarine of Glasgow. The
South Manchester Breakers club is the
second oldest in Manchester and I personally have been trying for the past 6 months
to bring our Breaker Channel down from 19
to 14 to leave 19 to the truckers. I have
attended other club 20s to try to get them
down to another channel but the answers
were a big NO we will stick to 19. Alii can
say Good Buddies is I have tried. My aim
was to an English breaker channel of 14
and an English truckers channel but I did
get a yes from Leeds, Bradford and other
Yorkshire 20s. The second point is the letter
from Master Blaster, the best way of advertising CB radio is not making it foolish, the
S.M.B.C. have been trying to get CB
mentioned in the papers in the North West
since we started last April. The first time we
managed it was 31.12.80 and the second
time we got a photo as well, this was due to
15 of our members pulling a 4V2 ton V.W
truck around Manchester for 7 miles to be
exac~ in aid of charity. As the lads pulled the
truck, Cherokeewhowas steering the motor
was giving a load of info to the public over a
P.A. system (legal type on hire) all about CB
radio by the time we had finished the public
did know about CB radio and we had made
about £500. This was done legally with a
police escort so why don't you try something
like this as I am sure you will benefit from it
Finally all I wish to say is the government
can dUly dally all they wish because as I am
sure all your readers who own illegal CB
sets will agree that if they do not legalise CB
radio on 27 MHz they will be wasting their
time and ours, because the existing illegal
CB users will not throw their sets away so
27 looks as though it is here to stay, legal or
illegal. This is the feeling from most of our
clubs in the North West. I have 400 members on our books and I know that we all
want 27 megs. and nothing else.
10-10 C. DOHERTY
As for myself I am not bothered what
channel I break on, but I often monitoron 19
for traffic conditions and accidents etc. and
on occasion have been able to render
assistance, I am now unable to do this for
the reason stated.
I am not opposed to channel 19 being
the highway of truckers channel, but surely
it would be in the interest of all to use it, and
clear it, as a breaker channel.
I wonder if the readers of CB Mag would
like to comment as I am sure this is not a
local problem altogether.
Take care, drive safe, catch you on the
flip, Breaker Break
SANDPIPER N.M. 106
Lincoln
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CQCQCQCQ
ALL DX'ERs
BE ORIGINAL!

INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

INCREASE YOUR 'TALK POWER' WITH
THE T & T ELECTRONICS 'PERSUADER'.

Send FULL COLOUR PERSONALISED QSL CARDS
from yourown 35mm Colour Negative of You, Your Rig/
Base Station, Folks, Wheels etc. etc. etc.

*****

JUST send in the 35mm Colour Negative of your
choice with your Name, Address, Handle/Station No.
and personal greeting (as shown), together with your
cheque, postal order, or Access No. for only £24.95
and we will send you 100 Top Quality QSL CARDS
within 14 days of receipt.
Send to: WILDERMAIN LTD,
Dept. C
37 St. Cuthberts Street
Bedford, MK40 3JG

For details of CLUB deals or any other information use
the land line on 0234 60601 or 023 03344 anytime
(almostl)

By removinr:! power wasting peaks from the speech
waveform and unwanted frequencies the average
'talk power' can be increased by up to THIRTY TWO
times, Le. a ten watt transmitter using the 'PERSUADER' will provide average 'talk power' equal to a
320 Watt transmitter with normal modulation.

SIM PLE TO USE, simply connect between your microphone and transmitter and switch into circuit when
the going gets tough. When switched off the microphone connects direct to the transmitter. FULLY
AUTOMATIC in operation, only one control to set the
level which is indicated by two light emitting diodes.

TWIGS 'N' RIGS
CITIZENS BAND RADIO SPECIALISTS
SHOP No. 1
4 Caludon Rd
Stoke
Coventry
Warwickshire
Tel. Coventry
(0203)458835

OUT C.B. SUPERMARKET
Corner of Bowen Rd
off Hillmorton Rd
Rugby
Warwickshire
Tel. Rugby
(98173842

THE SHOP AND THE SUPERMARKET WITH LOTS
OF GOODIES & BLACK BOXES

SPECIAL OFFER EVERY WEEK
(EX) SLIDE MOUNTS £3.99p
MOTOR TRADER, WONDER WOMAN,
MECCANO MAN AND DIGSBY INVITE YOU
TO EYEBALL US ANYTIME

SUITABLE FOR ALL STANDARD RIGS AND MICROPHONES IN CURRENT USE.
Fully filtered to provide maximum 'tAlk power' in the
speech band of 300 to 3000 Hz.
Send 12p stamp for full details, or better still send
your cheque for the best value in 'taik power' around.
Size: H:65 x W:90 x D:160mm
Price: £38.18
MAIL ORDER ACCESSORIES
Aerials, SWR Meters, Matching Units, Speech Processors, Power Suppliers, Microphones, Linear Ampli·
tiers, etc. Let us quote you for your requirements.
AVAILABLE SHORTLY - The latest design in Mobile
and Fixed station aerials. Designed and approved by
F C Judd and manufactured by Wrenpro Systems.
ALSO, British designed TV interference Filters, both
Low-pass and High-paos types. 12pstamp(NOT SAE)
for details.
Order with complete confidence

(c.w.a. only

please) from:

T.&T. ELECTRONICS
Green Hayes, Surllngham Lane, Rockland St. Mary,
Norwich, NA14 7HH. Telephone 05088632
PRICE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. & CARRIAGE.
Callers by appointment only
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Readers Write
Here is the USA channel 19 is normally
regarded by truckers as their channel, it
would not be unfair to assume that as
professional drivers they do require a par'
tieular channel that is more or fess their
own. In the US where a second breaking
channel is required 18 or 12 have been
used successfully. The only problem with
12 over here is a damnable carrier which
exists in most areas, totally blanking out
almost all chance of a copy. The problem
will resolve in time but to be sensible one
four should be used only for establishing
contact then it should be cleared

which used 27 MHz AM then I want to be
able to use it. If this is rubbish I would value
your considered opinion of two particular
rigs. The Colt 210 and the Midland 3001.
Thank you.

Dear Ed,
Over recent weeks I have heard a lot of
talk being thrown around regarding 27 MHz
receivers. I have heard from a fellow breaker
that it is illegal to listen to 27 MHz broadcasts which originate from the UK
If this is the case am I to believe that so
long as you are listening to a 27 MHz from a
country such as the USA or Italy there is no
offence being committed.
A point has been brought up recently
that it is not illegal to listen to 27 MHz
broadcasts originating from the UK however it is illegal to act on information
received from such a broadcast or to use
the information in the commission of a
crime.
I would be pleased if you could answer
this question once and for all. Best wishes.
SLIPPERY SAM

Dear Ed,
Just got your Feb. issue and on reading
about the Birmingham demos prompted me
to write regarding a few points of interest.

Yes, it is illegal to listen to 27 MHz AM
transmissions originating from within Britain, it is also illegal to pass on to a third party
any information listened into on any frequency ie: Amature Radio, Police, Fire
Brigade, Ambulance and so on.
EO
Dear Ed,
I don't know if the executive of the
largest local club{Cathedral Breakers Club)
has written regarding the breaking channels
in Lincoln. A recent vote of approx 300
members agreed that channel14 should be
used in the city, and channRI19 outside the
city limits, mobile.
We have one problem, however, a local
minority group of truckers have chosen 19
as an exclusive truckers channe~ and
instead of clearing this channel when they
get a copy, they block it with prolonged
modulations, refusing to clear the channel
when requested. Any other breaker trucker
or whatever has great difficulty in picking up
a copy on channel 19 due to this childish
stubborness.
Dear Sir,
I would dearly love to be a new breaker
and I hope the information that you supply
me with will help me solve the problem
which I have, namely what equipment to
buy. I heard from a friend that when it is
made legal to transmit on CB it will undoubtedly be on 27 MHz FM and if I buy a rig
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There is obviously a problem with muc:h 01 what is said about
legislation. The lact to remember is that any rig with AM wilt
have been illegally imported and therefore even if possessing
FM would still be illegaL Keep tuned for a report on which rig
workS the best. in fact you may find a review next month.
Perhaps your friend was referring to the fact that on FM rig
shoutd reject AM signals end vice a versa.

ED

Firstly I would like to pick up on the
Birmingham demo. It was said that Northerners have noticed a lack of London Club
support at Northern rallies. Well I can say
this is not only confined to CB Clubs. A few
years back I was a member of the National
Chopper Club (Chopper M/Cycle Club) and
although London and Southern members
outnumbered northern members, you would
always find that the northern members would
take the time and trouble to make the
~outhern rallies, but when the northern section help a national rally only a handful of
southerners would show up.
The Motorcycle Action Group hold mass
rallies and some of them have to be seen to
be believed. Thousands of bikes at a time
ride through towns in a demonstration at
government anti-biking laws and yet we
hardly ever get a mention in the papers.
Also again, when a national M.A.G. demo
is held in the north a mere few southerners
show up. Isn't it about time southerners
gave us Northerners·a lot more support, be
it M.A.G. demo's or CB demos. We are all in
the same boat -the do gooders in government would like to see motorcycles as well
as CB band given half the chance. They've
already lumbered us bikers with a helmet
law (hasn't a person a right to choose!) and
they've got silly things in the pipe line such
as compulsory day glo vests, daytime headlights, etc. etc.
The papers refuse to give us coverage
(MAG & CB) but all we want is freedom. We
do no harm to anyone. Bikers and CB'ers
are very similar in the way they are both
persecuted.
I am now a member of the Motorcycle
Action Group. We are trying to keep what
little freedom we have left. As you know,
bureaucrats and government killjoys poke
their noses into everything and if they find
anyone enjoying themselves without their
approval they don't like it.
M.A.G. Member and interested in CB'er
Fight for Freedom.
MARTIN GLENTON

Dear CB Radio,
Being fairly.new to CB radio I have been
trying to brush up on the 10 codes but am a
little confused by the differences in various
magazines e.g. 10-10 transmission completed or negative or fight in progress.
10-16 make pick up at
or reply to
message or meet complainant.
10-32 radio checkor units needed orman
with gun etc. etc. a classic example of this
confusion is C.H. Tewkesbury's letter in
issue no.4 where you didn't know what he
meant by 10-16 which in your code is'make
pick up at ... _.. ' but also means 'reply to
message' in a diHerent 10 code. Confusing
isn't it, is there a standard 10 code? Which
one is more common? Which do we use? It
seems that more air time will be wasted by
using 10 codes if breakers aren't sure of
what is meant. Can you please throw some
light on the matter and help me and many
other breakers in their confusion.
Well my nickel's up, so three's and eight's.
CATFISH, Redhill, Surrey
10:10 TXMSN Completed or Negative
10:11 Talking to fast or On Duty
10: 12 Visitors Present or Stand by stop
10:16 Make Pick UpAtor Reply to message
10: 17 Urgent Business or Enroute
10: 18 Anything for us or Urgent or Comp.
Assignment
, 0:19 Nothing for you R.T.B. or In Contact
'0:22 Report in Person to or Disregard
10:23 Stand by or Arrived at scene
10:26 Disregard last info or Est. time of
arrival
10:30 Does not conform to F.C.C. Rules
or Illegal use of radio
10:31 Pick UP
10:37 Wrecker Needed or Suspicious
vehicle
10:38 Ambulance needed or Stop
Suspicious Vehicle
10:50 Break channel or Accident
10:77 Negative contact or Est. Time of
Arrival.
Dear Mr. Rule,
Reference your article in CB Radio No.l 0
April 1981, Page 12.
Your diagram should show the SWR Bridge
before the Low Pass Filter as any experienced Radio Operator will confirm.
The LPF will then eliminate any harmonics
generated by the non lineardevices(diodes)
in the SWR Bridge.
As you have drawn the diagram you are
perhaps creating a problem that did not
exist previously, unless this is intentional?
From a legal user and experienced TVI
investigation officer.
ANON, Birmingham

Dear Anon Birmingham,
In part 1 of Dealing with Interference
Problems, the S. W.R. meter is shown after
the L.P.F. to set up S. W.R. in the first instance
and later in the article it will be explained
that the S. w.R. meter should be placed
in between the transmitter and the L.P.F. to
deaf with interference problems.
TED RULE
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THE BIG JIM 27
CB BASE STATION

Antenna

•

*

HALF-WAVE

*

I

The BIG JIM 27 is one of the first of the few British desinned and made CB
faoio antennas. I nis nign elljcienC~ .t"Ktt·;:'YAL.t. omnl'(11recllona vertlca

base station anlenna measures only feel long and has been specially designed
10 professional standard for OX as well as extended local working ranges.
Airlests on 27MHz have produced 59 104 two-way copy between the UK
and the USA Australia. Soulh Africa. Italy and numerous other continental
countries.
The BIG JIM 27 is fully protected for all weather conditions. Being a freespace antenna it has no radials which makes it unobtrusive and reduces wind
resistance.
A unique high efficiency integrated helical stub matching system ensures an
accurate 50 ohm match and low VSWR. An added feature is a built-in VSWR
adjuster.
Suitable for FM. AM or SSB. Max power input 80 waits peak.

*.
*
*
*
* SAE for further details.
* Beware of imitations.

11 :'

,

£55. 00

Prices Include P &:: P

MODERN CB RADIO SERVICING. Recently published
and up to dale. For the serviceman.
£5.30
CB RADIO ANTENNAS. Everything about antennas for
base stalion and mobile operation
£2.75
HOW TO SELECT & INSTALL CB ANTENNAS. Ex-

cellent book for the beginner. How to use and choose. £3.55
CB ACCESSORIES YOU CAN BUILD. Many DIY p,o£3.50
jects for the home construclor.

BIG-D GUIDE TO CB RADIO. Slill the most popu!ar
book for the beginner.
£3.25
HOW TO MAKE WALKIE TALKIES. CircuilS to build for
low power hand held and portable work for CB and amateur
use. New edition from May 1st.
£1.70
CB RADIO CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. More DIY
projects 10 make at home.
£3.00

ANTENNA NOW COMPLETE WITH
MAST/WALL BRACKET AND 'U'
CLAMPS. [Ne. VAT and POST.
(RETAIL)
UK only

> the CB bookshop <

CB'ers HANDY MANUAL BASE STATIONS. How to
£1.80

sel up and operate home station rigs etc.

TRADE SUPPLIED

WE HAVE MORE BOOKS ON CB RADIO. SEND 20p
STAMPS (NOT SAEI FOR LlSTS_

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

Cantley. Nr. Norwich. Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: GT. YARMOUTH (0493) 700821
9·5.30 weekdays - callers only by appointment

t

RETAILING CB
ACCESSORIES?
CONNEXIONS IS NO\\'
YOUR NO.I \\,aOLESALER
We ha~ the stock.
All major brands in large quantities.

We make the deals.
Most competitive prices in the U.K.

And we have the experience, and
the time, to help you make the
right decisions.
Come and see us any day of the

We guarantee the service.

week,orphone:Li~e~ck

Immediate delivery, no waiting.

Green (062-882) 4338/9.

ConnexioDS,
8 Furrow Way, Cannon Lane, Maidenhead, Berks. Telex 8813271 GECOMS-G.
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27
No Future?
Amplitude Modulation on 27 MHz is, and will remain, illegal.
To avoid the AM, FM, SSB argument.
not 10 mention power rating and specifications, we must try to disassociate
from CB as we now know it. It is somewhat
true to say that the greater majority of
present eB'ers know of little else other
Ihan AM operation. either straight forty
or high and lOw multiples thereof.
However FM (Frequency Modulation)
has been available for Quite some time. it
is not as some imagine an overnight
Invention, it's addition to many rigs was
intenaed to enhance the equipment. increase sales by making the transceiver
more sought after and of course give the
user more satisfaction.
So whilst many British CB'ers are familiar
with FM, few ever use it for a.nything
other than an extension of channels. Of
COl'rse there are some CB'ers that do put
FM to more use, most tend to be base
stations where initial contact has been
established and the FM addition lends
more privacy. Although in the light of
government proposals I am sure that a
thriving sideline will beAM-FM adaptors.
Without dealing in full with the history
of CB and its involvement over here we
now need to look at some of the background that has lead to the present
unique and decidely British situation.

Allocation of
Frequencies
Our bureaucracy and the red tape that
goes with it is designed to protect the interests of Britain and her subjects, as is
any governments duty they must act and
follow the course of such protective guide
lines, normally for the benefit and good
of all concerned.
Radio broadcasts are a very important
part of our structured society and as
such must be allocated and once allocated given protection. Any individual
can understand that if the Fire Brigade or
the Ambulance Service is to have radio
as a means of communication then because of the services nature any interference must not be allowed.
Therefore it follows quite naturally that
radio equipment must be capable of non
interference to other services. Imagine
the chaos that could be caused if the
Gas Board could disrupt emergency calls
to ambulances. Or if the Electricity Board
were able to break over the Fire Brigade.
Radio Regulations are required, however the allocation of frequencies has
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always been exceptlvnaUy guarded and
structured so much so that whilst America
has had a public or Citizens Band for
over thirty four yea.rs, Britain still has not.

The American Answer?
With a citizens band the ideal is a
service which offers the user range, useability. easy installation. simple operation
and a reasonable price. 27 MHz has just
that, the potential user can purchase a
transceiver then armed with an antenna
simple instructions and a basic meter. he
can set up a radio station in his home.
vehicle, boat or camper within the hour.
The service was ideal and would still
be but for the dramatic increase in demand that came with the fuel crisis. By
1976 over half a million sets were being
sold every month.
Motorists had become aware cf the
benefits CB could offer saving time in
traffic, unnecessary journies, avoiding
speed traps and finding petrol.
With the increased demand came quick
cheap manufacture and of course cut
throat prices, quality was soon passed
over in order to produce quantity, this
resulted in a side effect and during this
period of poor quality sets interference
problems soared. But it was not just a
quality problem that faced the F.F.C.
(Federal Communications Commission)

one of the aspects of 27 MHz is the
ability to skip talk using SSB operation
(Single Side Band) the frequency properties are such that with an active ionosphere the signal is reflected and It
bounces back to earth.
CB operators were now able to talk
from one coast of America to the other,
something that previously only amateur
radio enthUSiasts had been able to
accomplish.
Hindsight IS an amazing thing which
unfortunately exists only as the word
implies after the act. Given the choIce
again the FFC would undoubtedly not
allocate 27 MHz to a citIzens band service
as can be seen by their original intention
of a short range high quality public radio
service has not been adhered to.

The British Problem
Apart from the reluctance to allow
members of the public access to the airwaves the British bureaucracy faces added
difficulties. Our country is smaller and on
the whole more densely populated. thus
a CB operator may have more potential
to interfere with a greater number of
televisions, Hi·Fi's and radios within a
radius from his base. The equipment he
is liable to interfere with also differs from
it's counterpart. In the U.S. CB has been in
operation on 27 MHz for over 20 years

One of the rigs currenlly available featuring AM 6 FM modes which will remain Illegal.
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lhus all electronic items sold are and
have been suitably protected from 27
MHz interlerence.
Another malar and highly important
factor is that linear amplifiers are outlawed in America and as such are not
available other than on the black market.
Their cost is relatively high and thus
whilst such outlawing cannot prevent
their use it does restrict it to only those
with sufficient interest.
The penalty for use is also high, detection is easier whilst using boosted power.
interference is also increased and as this
alone is one very successful way of being
caught. American operators using lin~2r
amplifiers ensure that Iheir set up is
correct and least likely to cause interference.
Interference is forthe British CB'er. the
thorn he has had 10 live with, it is a
subject continually thrown up by opposition to CB. Interference to most CB'ers
rematnsan unproven and unfactual smoke
screen.
However the fact remains that because
Britain is not prepared for 27MHz. interference does exist. Newspaper articles
are often sent to us here at the magazine
by CB enthusiasts wishing to discredit
the damaging article. On investigation
we have olten been told that inlerlerence
had actually happened. The papers are
normally reporting correctly, but they
have not been informed or haven't reported that the whole street of televisions
that had reception blacked out, or the
hospital that couldn't page anyone for
over an hour, was due to one irresponsible
idiot running a 1000 watt linear.

The Break Down of
Respect
Clln anyone honestly justify Ihe illegality
of talking to a fellow Britain on the airwaves?
Is it really a serious offence demanding
a penalty 01 up to C:400 and/or 6 months
impnsonment?
British CB'ers can be excused for asking such Questlons, firstly they are valid
and secondly we do live in a democracy.
The problem that now faces the government is one of no respect.
The blame lor illegal use of 27 MHz is
placed on the shoulders of the user! But
is that really true? If it wasn'tlorthe years
of back pedalling and stalling churned
out by our government would 27MHz
AM operation exist?
If in the mid seventies 27 MHz FM had
been legalised would there be any implementation problems or doubts? No ..
probably not. after all then the subject
was practically unheard of and illegal
use was indeed minor. Instead of playing
a compromise, reversal of policy. the
authorities could have lead the way.
Now illegal use of 27 AM has become
part and parcel of a vast minority of the
British populations life style. So much so
that there is little incentive to change to a
legal alternative, especially as at this date
the alternative has not even been named
as having X power Xchannels and X cost.
Coupled with a possible delay of a further
eight months, then one reaHycannot see
an instant legal 27 MHz taking off.
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Ionized
layer

Diagram showing how radio waves are reflecred back la earth from The ionized layer.

But what of AM?
Smuggled rigs are in abundance, no
matter how much the authorities tighten
up controls, there is always someone
prepared to take the risk. There is a vast
difference between transceivers that are
smuggled or made available in this country.
This difference we will deal with later in
an article 'The Frequency Jungle' next
month.
This is one of the major reasons why
the British authorities want to wipe the
slate clean and start with a totally new
specification. Type approved equipment
produced and manufactured to rigid
specifications is less liable to cause interference. Undoubtedly if all the 27MHz
AM equipment in existence was of a high
standard and made to rigorous specifications, designed to interfere with no
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other frequency then there would be no
problem.
Our government could have simply
legalised existing equipment, sat back,
corrected the licence revenue and put
their brains into motion raising taxes
elsewhere. Alas that is not the case,
existing equipment is not the ideal, whilst
more recent American transceivers and
the larger top of the range rigs, are better
manufactured, there is still a vast abundance of lesser equipment available.
Couple this to a poorly matched or
badly sited, installed or erected antenna,
then push amplified power through it
and you have exactly what the government won't allow. An extremely volitile
source of interlerence. In short as far as
the government is concerned AM has no
future.
JOH
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The Law
and You
A further look at the Wireless Telegraphy Acts 1949 & 1967.
Having established last month, that
setting up a wireless telegraphy station
by either installing or using equipment, is
an offeilce under the WT 1949 Act unless
a licence for such installation and/or use
has been granted, we now need to look
at the penalties for such WT offences.

Penalties and Legal
Proceedings
Subject to the provisions of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, any person committing any offence under this Act, shall 1) If
the offence is under part 1 of the Act and
consists in the ir.stallation or use, otherwise than under and in accordance with
a wireless telegraphy licence, or any
apparatus not designed or adapted for
emission (as opposed to reception) or
2) If the offence is under section 5 or 8
(misleading messages, interception of
messages and disclosure there of 1948
or in relation to the principal of the Act
1967) will be liable on summary conviction, in the case of the first such offence
under the part or section in question to a
fine not exceeding one hundred pounds,
and in the case of any subsequent such
offence under the part or section in
question, to a fine not exceeding two
hundred pounds.
Where an offence is in contravention,
in relation to any such apparatus of any
regulation made, or in a failure or refusal
to cause any licence or authority to be
surrendered. The offender will be liable
on summary conviction, in the case of
the first such oHence, to a fine not exceeding ten pounds and in the case of any
subsequent such offence, to a fine not
exceeding fifty pounds. (As can be seen,
this latter part is more directly related to
licenced offenders.) In the case of any
other offence, be liable on summary con·
viction to imprisonment for a period not
exceeding three months or to a fine not
exceeding four hundred pounds, or to
both such imprisonment and such a fine
and 3) Where a person is convicted of an
oHence under this Act consisting in any
contravention of any of the provisions of
Part 1 of this Act in relation to any station
for wireless telegraphy or any wireless
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telegraphy apparatus or in the use of any
apparatus for the purpose of interfering
with any wireless telegraphy, the court
may, in addition to any other penalty,
order all or any part of the apparatus of
the station, or as the case may be, of the
apparatus in connection with which the
offence was committed to be forfeited to
the Postmaster General.
(It should also be noted that the Act
accounts for continued use) "Where the
use or failure, or refusal continues after
the conviction, it shall be deemed to
commit a separate offence in respect of
every day on which the use, failure or
refusal continues".

'Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1967'
(Technology is at prestlnt advancing at an
extremely rapid rate, advancements are being
made in every field and naturally this includes
radio, therefore Acts like the WT 1949 Act have
to be updated. In 1967 such an update was
released. Now with the present situation new
legislation will eventually be forth coming but
at this date all provisions and sections of both
the 1949 WT Act and the 1967 Act and any
subsequent updates are current).

Restriction of
manufacture or
importation of certain
apparatus
1) Where it appears to the Postmaster
General to be expedient that the provisions
of this section should apply to wireless
telegraphy apparatus of any class or
description for the purposes of preventing
or reducing the risk of interference with
wireless telegraphy, he may by order
specify apparatus of that class or description for the purposes of this section; 2)
Where any apparatus of any class or
description is for the time being specified
by an order, a) no person shall manufacture, whether or not forsale, any apparatus
of that class or description, and b) the
importation of apparatus of that class or
description is hereby prohibited, save
with the authority of the Postmaster
General.

4) The Postmaster General shall not
make any order, or give any authority, or
attach any term or condition to such an
authority. unless the Board of Trade are
satisfied that the order, authority, term
or condition in question is compatible
with the international obligations of the
United Kingdom.
5) A person commissioned by the
Commissioners of Customs and Excise
may require any person possessing or
having control of any apparatus of a
class or description for the time being
specified by an order under 1) of this
section which is being or has been imported to furnish proof that the importation of the apparatus is or was not unlawful by virtue of this section; and if such
proof is not furnished to the satisfaction
of the said Commissioners, then, unless
the contrary is proved, the apparatus
shall be deemed to be prohibited goods
and be liable to forfeiture under the
Customs and Excise Act 1952.
For the avoidance of doubt the expression of "manufacture" includes construction by any method, and the assembly of component parts.

Forfeiture of Apparatus
Apparatus may be ordered to be forfeited (under sub·section 3 of the 1949
Act section 14) not withstanding that it is
not the property of the person by whom
the offence giving rise to the forfeiture
was committed and any apparatus ordered
to be forfeited under that sub-section
may be disposed of by the Postmaster
General in such a manneras he thinks fit.
The court by whom any apparatus is
ordered to be forfeited may also order
the person by whom the offence giving
rise to the forfeiture was committed not
to dis::>ose of that apparatus, except by
delivering it up to the Postmaster General
within forty eight hours of being so required
by him; and if that person contravenes
that order or fails to deliver up the apparatus, he shall be guilty of a further
offence, deemed to be an offence under
the same provision as the offence for
which the forfeiture was ordered.
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE
73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS
WITH CLUB CARDS

01-731 0027

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RIGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'

ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SPECIALISTS IN ALL
CB ACCESSORIES

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UKDEALERS

A WIDE SELECTION OF:AERIALS, MOBILE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES,
PRE-AMPS, BURNERS & SO ON.

Ackrington-Gcartecks Ltd., 30-32 Bcmleigh Road, Akrington, Lancs.

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER £9.50

*

*

ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

*

*

SPECIAL OFFER
HARAOA MANUAL RETRACTABLES WITH
SPUTTER BOX £16

*

*

COMING SOON
DIRECT FROM THE U.S.orA "THEFABULOUSVSBI
UNIT" a voice compressor and signal expander, 'has to be
heard to be believed' (easily installed in any rig).
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0254 392 366
Barnstaple-Barnstaplc CB Centre, 4 Barum Arcade, Beer Street,
Bamstaplc.
027178911

Chcssington-Chcssington CB Centre, Oakcrust Road, Chcssington,
Surrey.
391-0088
Cwrnbrain-Cwmbrain CB Centre, 10 Newton Wynd. Fairwalcr.

Cwmbrain, Gwent, Wales.

063335683

Gilling,ham-Tellywisc Ltd, J 7 Canterbury Street, Gillingham. Kcn!.

0634 52670
Glasgow-Brian A Pcarson Lld, 66 Moncur Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

041 552 4348
Leathcrhcad-Reproprint Leisure, 7a Gravel Hill, Leatherhead. Surrc)'

537 7850
London-Cliff Davies Cars, Goldhawk Road, London W4. 741 2817
Stanley-Perth & Fife CB Centre, Perth Road Garage. Stanle)'.

Perth,hire.
New,just opened - Horley CB Centre.

073 882 291
0293474997
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Vultures ..,.,"on the '.
Side
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Yellow Peril. the final story, the conclusion?
For the last two issues we have related
the events leading up to the fine Ms Box,
"Yellow Peril", received for her Citizens
Band offences. The fine totalled £640,
being made up of £200 for the first
offence, £400 for the second offence
and £40 court costs.
Ms Annette Box paid £200, an amount
she deemed to be in line with other CB
offences and the fines imposed. As a
result the court levied a sentence of 9
weeks imprisonment, for non-payment
of the outstanding £440.
At the time of our April issue going to
press Ms Box was still free and awaiting
the dubious pleasure of hospitality in
Holloway Prison.

Arrested Friday the 20th
Since hearing the sentence of 9 weeks
imprisonment Ms Box had been prepared
for an almost imminent arrest, indeed it
was expected that as our March issue hit
the streets Annette would already be
inside.
However not wholly undue to a recent
prison wardens strike, there was evidentlya back log of offenders and very
little space. So Yellow Peril had to wait
her turn, that chance came on Friday the
20th of March when Ms Box found herself
arrested and on route to HoJloway Prison.
The news of her arrest did not travel
that fast, it received little press coverage,
yet breakers from all over the country
were collecting money to bail Ms Box
out. Not least of which were the Tunbridge
Wells Breakers who were behind Yellow
Peril 100%.

eighty or more breakers descended on
the main gate.
The Tunbridge Wells delegate was
allowed in, cash in hand, then an expectant silence fell on the waiting crowd. For
over half an hour the breakers waited
patiently then a police Rover arrived and
requested that the gathering move away
from the gate and wait the public side of
the barrier. Tension was high for just a
few moments as no-one really knew what
attitude the police would take to the
banner carrying CBers. However the
silence was broken and with it the atmos·
phere as the constable asked for and
chatted to the organisers. The crowd
settled back down to wait.
A few minutes away from three thirty
and a cheer rose high as Ms Box emerged
looking pale but healthy. As Annette
approached the barrier a champagne
cork popped and three cheers for Yellow
Peril followed the bubbling liquid. Obviously touched by the welcome, Annette
drank the celebration drink and looked

at her saviours.
She pushed back an obvious tear and
said thank you as one by one various
breakers shook her hand and commented,
"You have done a lot to publicize CB", "It
took guts but it's what CB needed", others
simply said well done or welcome back.

Did the sentence work?
We asked if it was all worthwhile, had
she now changed her opinion of CB? Ms
Box replied "I am not sure about worthwhile, that place was" she cringed "but it
certainly did nothing to deter future use,
that's no way to discourage crime".
The only other reporters present were
Councillor Richard Town from CBW and
a chap from the Telegraph who asked if
Ms Box was now off to use her CB Radio.
Annette smiled and said, "Maybe".
So we wonder is the last part in the
story of a young lady caught for using a
Citizens Band transceiver?
JOH

1111

Bailed Out
So it was that on Saturday the 28th of
March at around two fifteen a gathering
of some thirty breakers awaited the arrival
of the Tunbridge Wells coach carrying
their contingent and the money required
to secure Ms Box's freedom. Some of
those already waiting had come from
Bury, not exactly half an hour down the
road. Two thirty came and with it the
arrival of the T.W. Citizens Band Club.
Spirits were high and banners were
proudly displayed, final donations were
made and then the whole troop of some
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CBers "20"

HIGH STREET SERVICE STATION, 314 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT

ALDERSHOT 23250

CB ACCESSORIES
MANUAL
RETRACTABLE
SUPPRESSION
KIT
SW.R. METERS
TWIN TRUCKER
POWER MIKES
DV 27
AND LOTS LOTS
MORE

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
5 '0' HORNS
MUSICAL
TRUMPETS
CAL CUSTOM
TRIMBRIGHT
JACK UP KITS
TRACTION BARS
100+ CHROME
WHEELS FROM
£19.50 + VAT

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME (0252) 23250
CB Radio May 81
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DXQSL
International
Club Spot
The Norway Amateurs Club reviewed by the English International OX Club.
Hello everybody, a slight change of
style and format this month.
Due to an amazing and ever growing
amount of English International correspondence, the club president, Lima
Charlie 1 is slowly becoming lost to the
outside world. As L.C. likes to answer
every tetter personally he is finding it
very difficult at the moment to write the
OX aSL International Club review page
and has therefore, in a fit of gay abandon,
temporarily rested the responsibility for
this pleasant(?) task upon my puny
shoulders.
Whether this is a wise choice or not
remains to be seen but Lima Charlie is
happy about it, the Englishman is happy
about it, so I suppose I'd better be happy
about it!!
By the way this is Charlie Hotel Echo
India 025 (local AM Greenfingers) busily
scribbling away here.
Now that the formalities are over, down
to business.
The club we have chosen to put the
spotlight on this month is: The Norway
Amateurs Club. Yes, I know we said an
Australian Club, but they never sent their
OSL's in time.

being most European and North American
States, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Hong
Kong, Japan, The Faroe Islands, even
three members from hard to get hold of
Eastern Europe; from East Germany and
one from Yugoslavia. Highly desirable
and very difficult to acquire OSL contacts those two.
There are N.A.C.'ers resident in England
Wales and Northern Ireland but strangely
enough, none in Scotland. Apparently
the first bloke to apply from Scotland, will
be given an honorary membership. Now
that's a canny incentive for those North
of the Border. A FREE membership. The
Scottish Postal Service will probably be
knackered by now, trying to cope with
millions of letters all going to Norway!!
Seriously though, Andy does a great
job with the N.A.C. He is really beginning
to make his mark world-wide.
In a German publication called co·
incidF:ntally, C.B. Radio (any relation
James?) a list of nine of the best OX aSL
Clubs in the world was published.
Believe it or not the German CB Radio
Magazine considered the N.A.C. to be
one of the biggest, best and most reput-

able ones around. Based upon the number
and quality of services and items available
to club members I would think that their
assessment is probably correct.
One of Andy's innovations is the registration of NAG. 100% aSL'ers. This is
circulated to all club members and is
open to all N.A.C'ers. What it is, is a list of
members who have promised to OSL
100% 1·4·1, not only does it give aSL'ers
but also their special wants, e.g.:
I want to QSL with someone from
Belgium Congo.
I want to QSL in cassette form and
want contacts with members in U.S.A.
I collect stamps and want to swap
world-wide etc.
A very good service and full marks to
Andy for providing it.
The N.A.C. appears to be more than
just the usual QSL swap club. There is a
real feeling of comradeship and friendship amongst all N.A.C.'ers. This feeling
is enhanced by the fact that Andy
welcomes personal letters, cards, visits
by any N.A.C. member. Everyone is treated
as an old friend and an honoured guest.
All correspondence is answered by either

The Norway Amateurs
Club
ThiS isa super club which was founded
way back in March 1979 by Andy. Its
headquarters are in Hinna, Stavanger,
on the South West coast of Norway.
Stavanger by the way, is a town roughly
the same size as Aberdeen.
Andy, who is married to Lizz, lives with
their three kids in what he calls a "One
family house". He's a bit of an "Outdoors"
freak. His idea of having agood time consists of getting out into the wilds of
Norway and wandering around the lakes
or when he feels up to it, giving a motorboat big licks down the fjords. Actually
that one doesn't sound too bad.
Upto the time of writing, the N.A.C. has
close on 1000 members. (The real figure
is in fact much higher, due tothefact that
XYL's may be registered free of charge
under the same unit-number).
Their members come from just about
every OX location imaginable, examples
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Andy or Lizz. Nice one.
Indeed, such is the feeling of comradeship within the N.A.C., that I have been
reliably informed by my spies that chapters
are springing up in various odd spots
world-wide, for instance in Bexbach,
Germany, the local N.A.C.'ers arrange
social evenings, and take part in CB
competitions and meetings working as a
co-operative unit.
Well, r could go on for ages about the
N.A.C. but I'll finish here. A glance at the
points chart will indicate how well organised and efficient the N.A.C. is. In conclusion, a quality and reputable club with
lots to offer.

English International
News
This last couple of months has really
seen the E.I. take off and grow in membership. Up till the middle of February, English
membership alone had grown to unit
241, foreign membership at unit 237.
Not too bad, we're pretty proud of
these figures. But what we're even prouder
of is the first recorded transcontinental
OX between two E.I. club members. This
was a memorable event.
Obviously we can't go into great details
via the wonders of skip, Echo India 161 of
England hooked up with Peter Hall of
Brisbane, Australia, Echo India 16. That
was some OX copy. It gave us a real thrill
when El 161 phoned us to let us know.
Actually as it happens, lots of English

members at the moment are getting some
fabulous OX hook ups. They're really
making the trip. We're hoping to describe

some of these hook ups in future issues.ln
the meantime all you Echo India OX'ers
let us know about your hook ups.
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Come Back
the Breaker
Get legal copy on a fellow COer in print.

Reading Breakers
do you copy?
If there are any breakers who would be
interested in forming a CB Club with a
view to setting up a monitoring/control
unit to cover Berkshire, Hampshire, Wilt·
shire and Oxfordshire areas, please contact cia CB Radio Magazine.

that you print an appeal for readers to
send in any airwave or installation CBhowlers that they did/copied/overheard,
and make a proper collection of them
and print them.
Going down.
BUCK ROGERS
Well how about It readefS. 11 could make an mterestmg
ar',cle. A sor' 01 ./1 Will be alflght on the A,r' ·
ED

"Spiderman"
Dear Sirs,
Recentrywhile driving home one evening
along a lonely country lane my car decided it was going to go on strike, and
refused to offer any thing resembling
motion.
Well, there I was, stranded in the middle
of no-where, it was raining and starting to
freeze, and to make matters worse, I'm
disabled. The amount of mobility I have is
on a par with the car. I was rather
embarassed and beginning to get worried,
you can imagine how pleased I was to
hear a local breaker - "Spiderman" calling for a radio check. So, I gave him a
copy and in about 5 minutes there he
was, speeding right past me in the wrong
direction!
Well, when you're giving your 20 over
the airways, you try and make sure only
the two of you know where you are. As it
happens, it must have been a one·way
conversation and by the time I'd explained
to him again where I was I'm sure half of
Doncaster knew. To cut a long story
short, a 4 foot piece of wire connected
across the engine did the trick. "Spiderman" then followed me back to my home
20 to make sure I arrived safely. So I'd
like to take this opportunity to thank
"Spiderman" for being a real "good buddy".
I hate tothink what could have happened
to me without his help, and having ex·
plained just one of the benefits of CBcan
offer one, let's hope in this the "International Year of the Disabled" CB is
legalised soon.
10-10 until I'm in the Sxxxxx again.
SANTA CLAUS
Secretary North Country Breakers

Howlers
With reference to the howlers in paragraph 1 on page 20 (Three And Whal
Breaker) of your Feb. 1981 issue, I suggest
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Dear CB Radio,
I am fascinated by CB, but, as a complete newcomer, I don't know where to
start. If any CB'er or member of a club in
the Glasgow area could contact me, I
would be much obliged. My address is
Kenny Pyles, 7a Crown Circus, Dowanhill, Glasgow, G12 9HB.
All the high numbers to you alt. Cheers.
KENNY PYLES

"Is this the end of
Bandstand?"
We hope by now that older readers of
CB RM that took Bandsland have safely
received Edition 14. As we stated on the
Editorial Page of that edition (which was
considered to be the worst edition we
have ever produced), we are running into
great financial difficulties.
This in mind Edition 14 will be the last
one we will produce. But this is not the
only reason for our closing down.
A small group of you have been constantly sending items for Bandstand
(These few are going to have to suffer
because of the lack of help from the rest.)
But mainly due to the fact that we have
asked in the past for printing and financial help- None has been forthcoming.
We have been mainly relying on our
advertisers (few as these are) but due to
late payment of monies in this section we
have had to dig deep into our own
pockets most months to supplement
costs. Our mailing address is closing
down, again financial as the fees for this
service are over £25 per year, plus an
additional levy of 2p per letter collected.
We asked ourselves is it worth renewing
wilh so many olher (belle!'?) CB publications around.
If and this depends on you, the readers

we have had in the pas~ if we do carry on
we will require help. Namely someone to
come forward with a free printing system
(a tall orderl) or a usable Gestetner
machine - this will mean a totally type
written magazine - as without a photostat neither newspaper cuttings or
photographs can be produced. If you can
help write now.
n you do not receive Edition 15 this will
be due t.J lack of printing help, financial
backing, lack of funds, loss of present
printer. If something along these lines
does not transpire may we wish you "1 O'
10 till we do it again".
It has been great being of service to
you, and the many readers we have many of whom we have considered as
close friends.
If all else fails we will destroy your file
card in our paper shreader to protect you
all in case your names and addresses fall
into the wrong hands.
"Is this the end of Bandstand?"
Best wishes
MIKE AND WENDY EVANS

Dear Mike and Wendy,
I am sorry to hear of your problems,
your publication will I am sure be close to
the hearts of many old breakers. For
readers not familiar with Bandstand, I
must explain. Bandstand was the first
British CB Newsletter, its format being
photostated A4 paper stitched to form a
magazine. This was available almost a
year before CB Radio Magazine hit the
streets, I hope that we played no major
part in your downfall and close by wishing
you luck and ask 'Perhaps a club or two
that remembers Bandstand may consider
helping~

Yours,
JAMES

'Keep Straight!'
Dear CB Radio,
Here's a quick warning to all you mobile
breakers out there, keep your vehicle
straight when transmitting, if you don't
know where all the controls are find out
before you take to the road. I passed a
weaving car the other night, and sure
enough he had a mike in his hand, you
never know who's watching.
Ten Ten,
ALAN ROGERS, KERMIT
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To
AldershOl

To
Farnham

85 ASH HILL ROAD
ASH,Nr.ALDERSHOT
HANTS. GU12 5DN

SEND AN S.A.E. NOW
FOR OUR LATEST PRICE LIST
WITH LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
CATALOGUE No. 4 NOW READY

TEL. 0252 318141

If you want to see the finest
selection of C.B. accessories
at the keenest prices, come
and see us 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.

Friendly and helpful service.

Phone now for the latest on

Ol.lf

legall!l rig supplies

3 NEW SHOPS NOW OPEN
1. Reading Road, Chin.ham, Sa.ingstoke. Tel: S•• ingstoke53g00
2.

(Just north of Basing_take on the A33)
37 Queens Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.

3, clo A & A Autoparts, High St., Crowthorn. Berks. Tel: 03446 77113

111II~E-IEEu.LI~~~~!IIIft
~
~
OF ...

J

WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS SOUTHERN DIVISION

#VI!!:!"~UKJ J.
TEL: 76 8787
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OFFICE & SHOWROOM:

1 HAMILTON COURT,
SEAMOOR ROAD,
WESTBOURNE.
AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS.

OPEN 6 DAYS. LATE NIGHT:
THURS & FRIDAY. SUN 2pm-5pm.
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CBC •

CBC •

C
B
C

ANTENNAS·' CC1

B

WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN

SOLE IMPORTER

C

K27
K27D
DV27
DV27
T27
T27S
DX27
K40

•

C
C
B

•

CBC

Disguised Mobile Antenna
8.46
Disguised CB/FM/AM/LW Ant. 15.99
Mobile Antenna from Sirtel 5.88
Mobile Antenna from HMP
8.46
Roof Mount Ant.from Sirte1 7.26
De-Luxe Roof Mount Antenna 12.26
Disguised Mobile Antenna
8.46
Mobile Antenna 500 watt
28.99

~(

t

AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU

)~

iI'\Iilm\

y

:

K40
579
MGP27
380
M50l
M489
M483
SWR5

CBC •

CBC • CBC •

~

DIRECT IMPORTER

Speech Processor Mike
28.99
Silver Rod Base Antenna 18.70
Whisky Indoor/Loft Antenna18.95
Antenna Sp1itter Box
4.75
Power Supply 3/5 amp
11.95
CB Slide Mount
3.46
CB Extension Speaker
4.54
SWR Single Meter
6.99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.
HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01·680 4503

CBC •

CBC

•
C
B
C

COM"'U~A~; SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
01·680 4503
~RTEL

6 01

•

CBC •

HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES

C

C

CBC •

CB CENTRE

•~

C
B

CBC •

•
•
•
•
C
B
C

C
B
C

C
B
C

C
B

C

• CBC •

VALOR
THE ONLY COMPANY TO OFFER YOU
REAL

,,.,..,,..., ~ I I

BREAKER 1-9,
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DISTRIBUTED BY:
4 THE ARCADE, HITCHIN, HERTS. TELEPHONE: HITCHIN 57828 or RADLETT 8878
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YOU CAN 'LIK' A STIK

TRUE

AOADHOG

GETS OUT FURTHER
DISTRIBUTED BY:

BREAKE R 19

4 THE ARCADE, HITCHIN, HERTS. TEL. HITCHIN S7826 or RADLEn 6678. TRADE AND RETAIL
AND AVAILABLE THRDUGH MOST GOOD CB SHOPS.
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CB Radio
Project Three
Field Strength Meter for 27 MHz

by F.e. Judd.
One of the most useful accessories for
checking radiation from any antenna and
also for continuously monitoring your
carrier whilst transmitting, is a field
strength meter. The project presented
here is not difficult to make, has high
sensitivity and will tune over the whole
27 MHz CB band. The sensitivity can be
used at maximum when monitoring radiation at distance, or reduced when
working close to an antenna. A short
plug-in antenna is used for pick up al·
though this can be made much longer
than prescribed to provide increased
sensitivity. The meter itself, which has a
50 micro-amp movement is the most
expensive item and must be handled
with care.

e-

Components List
Case

Capacitor
C1
Meter

Diode D1
Coil L 1

Aluminium die-cast box 114
x 89 x 55mm RS Components
type 509·945 (or plastic box
same size lined with thin tin
plate).
Variable air spaced Jackson
type. 1OOPFd. Obtainable Si·
Pak their type No. 336,*
50 micro-amp. Bi·Pak type
1307. Meter face size 60 x
40mm.*
1N4148 or equivalent RF
type.
(see text)

271Hz

t

a

rUlE

SEIS
~

ANTENNA
SOCKET

VAt

Fixed Capacitors
C2
47pFd silver mica
C3
1OpFd silver mica
C4, C5
0.22"Fd
Sensitivity VR1 lOOK linear potentioControl
meter
Resistor R 1 4.7 K ohms
Other Items Antenna rod (see text) and
insulated socket. Stand-off
pillars (see fig. 6).
*Bi·Pak Electronic Components. The
Maltings, 63A, High Street, Ware, Herts
SG129AD.
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C3

C5

10pF

O.22j.tF

L1
(see text)
4.7K

Ag. 1: CirculI diagram of Ihe 27 MH% field slTength meler.
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The Circuit
ThiS is shown in fig. 1 and consists of a
27 MHz tuned circuit Cl. C2 and C3 plus
the tapped inductance L 1. The short
pick-up antenna provides a voltage feed
(high impedance connection) to the top
of L 1. The tapping on this coil is a low
impedance point to match the diode
rectifier (0 1) circuitry which converts the
rf signal to low voltage DC that witl be
present across Rt /C4 when the field
strength meter is in use. The series vari·
able resistor VR1, is the sensitivity control. This allows, more or less, DC voltage
from the diode to the 50 micro-amp
meter, depending on operating distance
and power used for transmitting.

C4

5BA

ojj"'iiiiiiiiiiiiiill!!ii.lMM"" ---

Board 2
........... Spacers
,../ lSmm long

!.i=~~~~~

METER

C3

Construction
The meter may be housed in an all
metal case or a plastic case lined with

Fig. 6: Side view showing position of meter, circuit boards and sensitivity control VP,1 ete.
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Fig. 4: Componenrs ond wiring on Board 1.
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Fig. 2: (A) Panel layouT

(0) Location of anTenna sacker 01 Tap of box.
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COIL L1
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Fig, 3: (A) Details for I\Jnlng lnducatance L1 (see text).
(0) The pick-up antenna. (C) The rwo circuit boards.
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•

thin tinplate. A recommended case is a
Diecast aluminium type 4lh x 3Y2 x 2V. ins
(114 x 89 x 55 mm). R.S. Components
"tYpe 509·945. Details tor panel layout
are given in fig. 2A. Note that the pick·up
antenna socket is mounted at the 'top' of
the box above the meter (see photograph).
Details for the tuning inductance L 1
are given in fig. 3A, the spacing between
turns being about equal to the diameter
of the wire used (18 swg). Note that the
tapping point for the diode 01 is at the
fjfth turn from the earth end of the coil.

•
Antenna Socket

o

o
Board 1

The pick-up antenna in the prototype,
as shown, consisted of a length of Vain
diameter aluminium rod although this
may be brass or copper of about the
same diameter. A longer antenna may be
used to increase sensitivity and working
range. in fact it may be worth while
making two Le., one to the length given
and one about twice as long.

The few components tor this project
are mounted on two small pieces of plain
punched Veroboard cut to size as shown
in fig. 3C. The meter components Al, C4
and the diode 01 are mounted on board
1 which is secured to the micro-ammeter
under its terminal nuts or screws as in fig.
S (see also fig. 6). The circuit board 2
which carries the tuning coil and capacitor
C3 is positioned as in fig. 5 and mounted
on stand-off pillars as shown in fig. 6.
The antenna socket must be insulated
from the metal case and may be any type
designed for this which normally has an
insulating body the socket itself being
moulded in.
Virtually all the components for this
project can be obtained from radio component dealers (see components list).

CB
RADIO
NEXT MONTH

o

The Frequency Jungle
Board 2

Friendly Advice for
Emergency Monitors part 3
The 1004 1981 CB SHOW!

DID IT WORK

TOO SMALL - TOO BIG Fig. 5: Coil L1 ond copociTor
wiring and connections.
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co ore mounTed on boord 2 $E'cured by stand-off pillars os in lig.6. Diagram shows all

Find out what we thought!
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FOR ALL CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
PHONE:

DORKING (0306) 883314
SURREY SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
9.30 - 6.00
MON - SAT
ENQUIRIES
DORKING SURREY TRADE
10- 2 SUN
WELCOME

BREAKERS DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE
THE MIDLANDS LEADING DISTRIBUTORS OF CB/OC EQUIPMENT

We have vast stocks of our wide range of equipment for:
MOTORISTS: TRUCKERS : HOME BASE USERS
Main Agents for:
TURNER: SKIPMASTER: S/RTEL
We stock the unbeatable Avanti range of antennas. Don't waste time
and petrol- come,io the experts for an unbeatable deal.

RETAIL & WHOLESALE.

OPEN MON-SAT 10am-8pm - SUN 10am-3pm

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME FROM RETAILERS WANTING THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

10 VICTORIA ST, NEWARK, NOTTS. (0636-74688)
CB Radio May 81
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Citizens Band is, as we all appreciate, a highly emotive
subject. We are often tlooded with letters from clubs or
groups which have much to say on the subject. So
fhrough our pages we will give your organisation a
chance to get it out in the open and air your views.
JOH

SSB is where it's at
After reading the March issue CB Radio, I think it is
absolutely imperative that you print the article you
asked me to write regarding the Network. The article by
the RSGB as printed on page 3 only goes to show that
they simply have not done their home work. The superclllious and pompous attitude displayed in the article
requires us to reply. These arogant burks have gone too
far. They are obviously unaware that the worlds radio
amateurs are out numbered 5-1 by the worlds SSB 11
meter DX stations. At least an equal proportion of these
operators are members of national organisations like
our own who are dedicated to assisting and encouraging
a good standardised operation of SSB stations in our
own countries. To us our chosen hobby necessitates
our serious approach towards the technical aspects of
just such a hobby.
No technical expertise indeed, not only was it the
CBers development of the Phase lock loop that has lead
the amateurs to benefit from such a modern form of
frequency synthesis (there simply aren't enough of
them in theworld to have made if financially possible for
it to have been developed commercially), but we have
also had to get our hobby down to a fine art. The truth of
the matter is that we have had to do from mobiles hiding
in hedge rows up and down the country, what RSGB HF
operators can do with full wave dipoles, beams and the
like, from the comfort of their shacks old man. Is Mr B

"

O'Brlen G2AMV really so Ill-informed that he can really
beiieve that CB is still the 10-4 good buddy thing most
other CB magazines make it out to be, does he really
believe that almost a million people in this country talk
iike that? The British Side band Network is successfully
proving every day the CB 11 metre band in this country
is also a frequency for serious Radio Hobbylsts.
As far as the rest of the points made in the statement
they just do not hold water. There are many of us today
holding CW nests (Morse Code) on 11 metres. Why the
writer mentioned repeater operation in the article I don't
know, that's on VH F, CB is H F, there is no comparison.
As for the fact that amateurs build their own equipment,
what was on pages 14 & 41 of the same issue of CB
Radio if that wasn't self-build projects, then what is?
The modern amateur market requires that a transceiver costing £500 plus should give at least 50%
output at 3-1 SWR. WHY? No self respecting 11 meter
operator would dream of operating at a SWR of 3-1. Our
equipment requires a far more balanced transmission
iine.
Many of our members are amateurs (Licensed) some
of them have recently received their G8 calls after
encouragement from this network, I am sure that this
statement by the RSGB has caused a great many red
faces, not a few of them a stones throw from where I sit
tonight. If truth, eniightenment and commonsense are
what you're looking for, consider the RSGB, and then
look elsewhere.
DISAPPOINTED
B.S. NET., PRESIDENT
AlBIE C. VICKERS, UNIT 162

WALLABY

WORLD RECORD

ANTENNA NOW FOR BREAKERS EVEN FOR "IMPOSSIBLE" LOCATIONS!!
ALSO WORKS AMATEURS BANDS HF & 2MTRS

JOYSTICK SUPERMATCH £82,NCL

RUBBER DUCK

POPEYE

CB CRIMINAL

WALLER BADGES

62 LOWER ROAD. HARROW. MIDDLESEX. HA2 ODH

THE PROVEN DX ANTENNA
ACCESS VISA OR C.W.O. - SEND 14p FOR DETAilS

YOUR HANDLE ENGRAVED

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD

POLISHED BRASS LAPEL BADGES

12 PARTRIDGE HOUSE, PROSPECT RD,
BROADSTAIRS, KENT.

£1.50 UP TO 12 lETIERS
£2.00 12 TO 20 lETIERS· POSTAGE 20p
CASH WITH ORDER

Tel: (0843) 62535 or 62839 CHEAP PERIODS

ON

Print Your Handle.
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SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION
- HALLMARKED STERLING SILVER Necklace

Key Rillg

(ill(', Sill'fr Chaill)

~
TlEBEST
O~ BRmSH QJIDE
TOeBRADlO

'EXCLUSIVE TO CB'ers ONLY'

£4.99

£4.99

PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING

FREE

YOUR OWN HANDLE ENGRA VED

DAVID SIMON

All you will ever want to know
about Citizens' Band Radio.

THE TOP 20 C.B. PATCHES

How to set up a home base, technical
features, CB lingo, all the codes, and how
to fit a rig into a Baby Dagenham!

2nd FLOOR, 35 EYRE ST HILL, LONDON ECIR SET
only 50p eaclt plus 12p postage

~~@)(][Jt=I
GMJ.~~

A hundred pages, stacked with top flight
features on Citizens' Band.

£1-75

=~'l;, I_

~

m

as iIlIlS(/'{lwd or SlIbstiflltiOI1

PLUS

CB LINGO BIBLE
12p postage

25p

each plus

B

It's only
- and available at your
newsagent or bookshop NOW!
A Goodhead Publication

SOUTH COAST DISCOUNT
STORES LTD

9A ARUNDEL ROAD, LlTTLEHAMPTON, WEST SUSSEX
LAND LINE ~ (09064) 22882
MOST GB.- ACCESSORIES IN
STOCK
WEARENOWLOOKINGFOR
DISTRIBUTORS FOR OUR
NEW GB. LINES. PHONE US
DIRECT FOR OUR

VIDEO RECORDERS.
TV'S. H-FI
CAR STEREO'S
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Io>-,::::::=:.....-_~OMPREHENSIVE

YOU'VE-:::::~ TRADE

THERESff/N . CATALOGUE
COME TO
BEST!

/i/J

CLUB DISCOUNT ON
ALL OUR GB. STOCKS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD, MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE. SAME DAY DESPATCH.
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RAYMAC DISPLAY lor Club sllckers. poslers. palch
badges. t·shlrts. pvc OSl cards. pennanlS. pens. and
rubber stamps. lelephone. call or wflte 10 UOlt 24.
Nallonal Works. Balh Road. Hoonslow. Middlesex. 01570 sun.
Radio Caroline lalest magazine 60 pence, lalesl
two magazines £1.10. three latesl magazines £:1.60 or
send annual subscription £:3.00 toCaroline Movement
BCM-BRFM, London, WC1.
Free! £5.00 worth of CB gifts! Special oiler on thiS
monlhs CB brochures' Radios. antennas. microphones.
base stallons etc. send 14p slamp to Falcon CB, 12
Newinglon Green Road, london. Nl.
Rigs fOr aale, also full range of accessories. Telephone
0932862556. Ask for Sieve. S.R.U. Autoa, 229 Chert·
sey Road, Addlestone, Surrey.
Personalised CB Handle Keyrlngs, ~Brlng It on back"
to YOUR HANDLE 9Op. ~lady Breaker" Mirror keyrings
9Op. CB Memo Pad 70p. CB 100 page log books 11 ~ x 8'
apP!'ox. - £:1.75. CB Pen & Pencil SOp. CB Wallel ror
above Ilems or magazine elc. SOp. Stationery set 01 all
fou'r items £:3.20. All pflces include post and packing.
Send to:- J.R.'s CB Stationery, 48b Bath Street,
IIkealon, Derbyshire, DE7 8FD Mail Order Only.
Bournemoulh and Poole Breakers visil ournewshop
at Edgcumbe CB. Randolph Road. Upper Parkstone.
Poole. Special offer K.40 Mikes £25.00 while stocks
last, includes VAT.
Sale. Mura Cordless Telephones, 400 reet range. Complete Unit. includes Base Unil. Power Supply. Portable
Telephone. £:47.50 plus £: 1.00 p&p.telephone Porthcawl
(065671) 6138 for details.
OTH. QSL cards lor Counties and areas in Great Bntain
In beautiful colour and gloss finish. Similar to slate cards
collected in Ihe U.S.A. At Ihe moment a lull set comprIses
0153 cards. COMPETITION ... Anyone who can send a
full set of QSL cards with the name. address. s,gned and
dated in the areas shown on the cards. we will return the
fuU set plus SOIree cards of your choice. Send S.A.E for 1
list 01 counties also card dislribution service. M & S
Cooper(Enterprlsesl Limited, P.0.Box5, Horaham
West Sussex, RH12 3SX.
SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE. All accessories avaIlable.
MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, Liverton. Telephone
Bickington 333.
Motor Budget Centres (DEHMARK ASSOCIATES
LTD.llor all your CB. We have a complete range al real
prices. Starduster £:25. Polecat £:26. GP227 £:25. Whiskey
£:26. Pl259's 60p. Powermlkes from £:9.50 P.A. Horns
S.w.R:s from £:9.45. New line every week direct Irom
U.SA Open 7 days a week at: Ho. 1 Valtenden Road,
HOrley, SUrrey. Tell029341 71404·5473.
Amazing Electronic Plans. Lazers. burnIng. CUlling rille,
pistol light shows. An ultrasonic forcefleld weaponing.
satellite T.V. pyrovehicles, shock guns. surveillance lots
more. Catalogue 75p. Plan Centre, St. John Street,
Brldgnorth, Shropshl_re•.
DONCASTER & DISTRICTC.B. ACCESSORIES. We
carry one of largest slocks in the area at realistic prices
e.g. DV 27 ~ £:5.99 • Twin Truckers Ears complete·
£:28.50. All equipment guaranteed at oortwo bfanchesat
WEEKEND D.I. Y. MOTORIST, Unit, Thorne Rd,
Stelnforth, off M18junc 8, Tel Doncaster841829/
841001 & 12·13 Main View Edlington off AiM
junction A830, Tel. Rotherham 883782. This Magazine available from bolh shops. Open Monday-Saturday
9am to 6pm. Stainforth shop open Sunday lOam to
12.30pm.
98 Ways to improve your CB Radio. Book contains
six secllons cOllering antennas. maintenance. interlerence
problems. repair work. accessories. operators aids etc.
elc.CATNo. 119 Price£:2.75incP&PfromZLCommun·
lcatlons, Cantley, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT.
(Tel. 04g.370 8211
CB AcceSSOries. Antennas, DV27, DX27. K27, T27,
M264. M8, 0, Mag Mounts, Base Loaders, Centre loaders
Electric SUders, Manual Sliders. TVl, SpliUers, Matchers.
SWR liner Power Amps, Base Antenna, Power Supply
Converters, Monitors, PA Horns. Hump Mount, Extension
Speakers, Books & Mags. C&K AUTO REPAIRS LTD.,
Pipers Garage, AshcoU, Nr. Bridgewater. Phone:
Ashcott 210214.

C:S. BELTS & BUCKLES.

Have your
own handle embossed on a full grain
'eather belt with a superb weatern style
C.B. buckle. Send you cheque or P.O. for
C8.00 now Inclulllng your handle and
.alst sl.e to:
HAYDEN LEATHER
18, MARSDEN LANE,
AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER.
CB Extension Speakers. £:3.75 complete. K40 Mike
£:35.00. V. Aldred, 59 Priory Road, Peterborough.
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Romeo, Echo, CharHe, Oscar, Romeo, Delta,
Separation. Bravo. Oscar. Oscar. Kilo. Sierra. OX
RECORD BOOKS. Keep complete and accurate records
of all copies and co-ordinations. Includes:- Instructions,
International Q Codes. World Map Blanks, Phonetic
Alphabet. Channels. Frequencies. Zip Codes. QSL QSO
etc. Only £:1.30 Posl free by return from L.C.R. System
Controls, Lyneal, Shropshire.
EYEBALL BADGES. Be known at a glance. Wilh your
handle embossed on superb quality executive style pin
on badge. Get Ihe best personalised CB Badge. Avaitable today. Only £:1.00 each - Post Free (Wholesale for
clubs) Enterprise Products, 97 Kenmoor Way,
Chapel Park, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE5 1 UB.
Quality London Postcards 4" x 6" Ten assorted TOUrist
Scenes only £:9.00 per 100 inc. P & P. Immediate des'
patch. send cheque/P.O to S.C. O·Oonnell. Keysoe
Lodge. Keysoe. Beds. (023·082,641) Ideal for OX·ers.
Citizens Band Radlo5ales Lld.. ReadyFormed Company
of above name for sale. PrICe £:250. Write toChfls Salmon
'Plot 90'. Greenfields. Bfldgend. Mld.Glam. or nng 0656
83037 aUer 7 p.m.

HEAT SEALED CLUB CARDS
HAVE YOUR CLUB CARDS SEALED IN
TRANSPARENT PLASTIC, UNBREAK·
ABLE, WATERPROOF, SMART & LONG
LASTING.
10p each (quantity discount availablel

""'

r...
SEND YOUR
CLUB CARDS
& POSTAL
ORDERS.
clo THIS MAO.
10 DAYS DELIVE~Y

CRYSTALS. Large stock of 27MHz and35MHz cryslals
Irom 1::1.65 each (pap 40p) Also P.S.U. 13.5v Irom
£:29.00. Teleradio, 325 Fore Street, London. N9 OPE.
Closed Thursday.
Burn Rubber Good Buddies and see CB and Custom
Car Accessories at the Grand Northern CB Radio
Show on Saturday 18tt May 1881, 10am-8.30pm,
at York Racecourae. Bring all the family to luxury
surroundings, all undercover, bars, refreShments
and music, free car park, and free raffles during
the day. Trade enquiries to: J. Brayshaw, 3 Athol
Square, Norton, Mallon, North Yorka. Send S.A.E
for quote.
M.B.C.B. 35Cattedown Road. Plymouth. Lowest prICes
on all eQuIpment including receivers. S.A.E. lor comprehensive lists. Mail Order Only.
CB Mail Order DV27s £:4.95, K27 D,sgulse £:8.95. T27
C8.35. Retractable wilh spUtter £:16.65, Firestlk 30"
£:7.75. Turner M + 38 Power Mike £:26.55. Lockable
SUdemounts £:4.95. PA Speaker £:4.35, Patch Leads
£1.69 SWR £:5.75. All items £:1 pp PlO Cheques to
SCrussell. Dept3. 141 Foxhill Crescent Sheffietd S61 FZ
MOBILE CB RADIO FITTING SERVICE. We come to
your home 20 (South East Area Only) Mobile and base
slations filled -Antennas filled and tuned in' SuppresSIOn
p(Qblems sorted 'AIl accessories supplied. You prOllide
the rig -we supply all part. antenna etc.• 'Basic charge
only £:15 plus pariS, plus mileage. Tel: 014676334.
C.B. in Yateley. Large selection 01 accessories at
discount prices e.g. QV27 £:5.50. Astro-Phantom £: 14.50
inc!. VAT. Phone or send S.A.E. JaG Palterns 19.
Moulsham Lane, Yaleley. Surrey 872430.
CB SpeakerslVoice Correctedl Swivel Mounts. £:12.
Posl Free John Stacey(Oept CB) Three Westpark. South
Mollon, devon. EX38 4HJ.
T-SHIRTS wilh your handle silk screen printed (not
Iranslers) state size and colour preferred. £:3 for one £:5
for two plus 25p pap. SWEATSHIRTS £:6.50 for one
£:10.50 for two. TIES lerylene £:5 lor one £:7 ror two.
Keehner. Rearof406,leabridge Road. Leylon. E 10 70Y
01-5394710.
SweatlT-Shlrts personalised to your requirements.
Enquiries: St. Neots SpOts (CB) 48a HighSlreet. SI.Neots
Cambs. Tel: 0480·215667.
Personalised Black Pullovors: V·Neck Pullovers.
beaulllully embroidered in gold, with your HANDLE or
CLUB NAME. Excellent value £:8.50 incl. pap Slale size
+ choice of name. Cheques/PO's: S.R. Taylor, RoyalOak.
High Streel. Newhall. Burton-on·Trent. Slalls. (0283)
221873. Trade enquiries welCome.
EYEBALL BADGE, Super pin-on badge with your handle
printed in gold. Approx 3" x~~" P.V.C. Send cheque/PO lor
85p. S.A.E. to THE NAME MACHINE. 5 Foregate. Highgate Park, Fulwood. Preslon, Lancs. PR2 4LA.
Barnstaple CB Centre for {ill accessorie_s. 4 .
Burum Arcade, Bear Street, Barnstaple. Tel. 78911.

.

CB Receiver Portable receIves all40 channels. pluS 54174 MHz. operates on 4 HP7 ballefles. also external D.C.
socket. volume and squelch control telescoPIc anlenna.
earphone. £:16.50 c.o.d. Inctuded. Tel. 041881 3824
24hr answering service. trade enquiries welcome.
Buy thiS stabilizer and fun your rig from your charger only
C5.50 IOC. P & P. 01-6608564 Evgs.
Made to Measure V NeckJeraey or Sweat Shirt. Any
colour C.B. plus handle embrOIdered m gold. Superb
quality. send size. colour. your handle, requtrements and
cheque/p.o. lor £: 13.00 Includes postage to Hawkesmlll
Promohons. 53 Hawkesmltl Lane. Coventry, W.Midlands.
Scarborough, Derwent Radio. The hobby electronICS
shops 'or CB accessofl(:s. amaleur radiO and compuler
supphes, books. magazines and componenls. 5 Colum·
bus Ravme. 0723·65996.
Big 4 CB Log Book. Keep a complete record of all your
copies. Dales. Handles. ·20·s·. A.D's. Eyeballs. R,gs. elc.
plus'l 0' Code elc. Only £:1.1 Op postlree. L.C.R. System
Controls, Lyneal, Shropshire.
Rig+ S.W.A.+ DV27 only£:75.50 incP&PSWR 20£:6.99
NFS 1000 £:7.99 Inc. P&P CWO Mail order list {S.A.E.}
Pegaaus D.S.(Dept CBI 7, Kennet Road, Haydock,
St. Helena, M/aide. Tel: St. Helens (07441 23105.
STARTING A CB CLUB? Contact WINSTON PROMOTIONS for all your requIrements. TEE SHIRTS. SWEATSHIRTS, CAR STICKERS. TRANSFERS, LAPEL BADGES.
QSL CARDS, CLUB KEY FOBS. MOULDED PLASTIC
BADGES TO YOUR HANDLE TEE SHIRTS. BADGES
ETC. Also eqUlpmenl available shortly. Tel. 01-405
0960/4127 Catalogue S.A.E 9. Hallon Place. London
ECl N 8RU.
Into CB? Then you've golto have these two. Ofhclal CB
HandbOOk only £:2.95, CB Digesl Book Only £:2.95. Both
£:5.70 from Success (CB) 142, Broadstone Way,
Bradford, YOrkshire.
ATTENTION ALL BREAKERS. Personalised HANDLE
leather Key Fobs lor as lillle as £: 1.20 each BLUE, RED.
BLACK, GREEN. Place your order now Cheque/P.O. &
S.A.E. 10: CIVILEX LIMITED, Chevening, Bickley
Park Road, Bickley, Kent. 01-467 0788.
T Shirts and Sweatshirts printed to your own deSign
'or quality and fast ertlclent service tel. GUlldlord (0483)
75344
The Black Box - a T.V. Hi pass lilter that works. £:5.50
inc. P&P.Marshall, Danegeld Farm, Tuxford, Newark
Nolts.
RULE BRITANNIA Send a UOIOO Jack Flag WIth your
O.S.L card 1'h" x I" on stick. 50 flags - £:2.50 Inc. P&P.
Send cheques/postal orders to:- Spotlight Promotions
ltd., 43, High Street, Tunbrldge Wells, Kent.
GENUINE AMERICAN "ZIPPO" LIGHTERS. Beau'l·
fully engraved and coloured with CB operators emhlem.
Other superb models include Truckers. Shooter, Flags.
Sports etc. All £:6.90 Price ,"cludes recorded post.
ChequeS/P.O. to J.R. Enterprises, 37 Edinburgh
Road, Kettering, Northants. Tel. 0536-511485.
PUT YOUR HANDLE ON YOUR CHEST, with a per·
sonalised "r' Shirt. One oils or Quantityorders for Clubs
etc. Phone for delails Needle & Thread, 84, Thorneywood Road, Long Eaton, Nottingham. Tel. 060 76
81385.
WATCH WHAT YOU WANT
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- WHEN YOU WANT

VIDEO MOVIES
Frankensteln

GREASE

BUY A VIDEO RECORDER
216 Kingston Road,
Teddington, Middlesex
Telephone: 01·943 0991/213

'-;::-PL' 't V'd
ani
t eo
-n;v.;;... s,p;d.h.<.-

May (Eyel ball, Trade Fair, Bank Holiday Fun Show
and Seminar at the Creaset, Peterborough, Cambs,
Bank Holiday Monday 25th May 1981. Evening
eyeball 7pm - midnight, dancing 2 rock country'
bandS and Steve Alien Disco. Cash Bar. Tickets
£2.50 each (payable In advance) Trade Fair 10am6pm. Doxens ofstalls-aUsellingCB accessoriesall under one roof. All day screening of the film
'Convoy' In private theatre. Afternoon SeminarCB The Law and You. 20% discount on 10 or more
dance tickets. Trade Fair stalls available at £25
plus VAT per 70 sq. ft. unita (2 units for £45 plua
VATI. Dance ticketa and Trade Fair Unit bookings
available only from: CB Trade Fairs, 78 South
Street, Peterborough, PE2 8HA (remittance with
order please).
QSL QTH Card rubber stamps: Why buy expensive
double sided cards? With our specially made rubber
stamps you can save on the cost of printing and vary the
message on every card you sned. Send S.A.E. for details.
M & S Cooper Enterprises Ltd., P.O. Box 5. Horsham.
West Sussex. RHI2 3SX.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO
PRODUCTS. AVANTI. TURNER.
MIDLAND. HAM MASTER. GC
ELECTRONICS. ZETAGI. CTE.
BREMI. CB MASTER. HAM
INTERNATIONAL AND MANY
OTHERS.

APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP. ANTENNA SPECIALISTS.
KHI. ALPINA. EURATRONIKA.
ALBRECHT EDGEWORTH
ELECTRONICS.
Dealers in:
Inverness
Orkney
Shetland
Fras8rborough
Peterhead
Old Mald.urn
Aberdeen (3)

Slonehsven

Dundee (2)
Perth
Kilkaldy

Oumlermline

~:~I~lIiam

ObBn
Edinburgh (2)
Glasgow
Wlshaw
Csrlucke
Eyemoulh
Loehgelly
Penicuik

~rJ"2:::r

Ingleston

Berwick upon Tweed
Newcastle (3)
Durham
E~remonl

MIddlesbrough
Carlisle
Preston
Manchester
Scarborough
Darlington
Anglesey
Alnwick

Leeds
Bournemouth
Winchester
Rlngwood
London
Northampton
CaHlngton
Wotslngham
Liverpool
Bishop Aukland
Grimsby
Gateshead
Barrow In Furness
8ellaSl
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TRADE ENQUIRIES TO: OMTECH, 133 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE. EDINBURGH

OMTECH I.O.M. Ltd.

+ Ass.Co.S

12 Court View Mount Havelock Douglas I.D.M.
U.K. OFFICE + ENQUIRIES to
133 FOUNTAINBRIOGE EDINBURGH EH3 90G
TEL 031-229-BB30 TELEX 727053 OMTECH G.
WldlstslllcUon 01 CB ICCISSOrllS

Amltlur mlrlnl communlcltlon equipment

133 FoUNTAINBRIOGE EDINBURGH
pen
EH3 90G TEL 031-229-BB3o
MTECH
TElEX 727053 OMTECH G TRADE SUPPLIES
131 FOUNTAINBRloGE EDINBURGH
hannel
EH390G TEL 031-229 8830
USTOM
RETAIL SALES
EOUIPE
EDINBURGH
ommunicallons 129EH3FOUNTAINBRIOGE
90G TEL 031-229-8202
BONE
RETAIL- MAIL ORDER
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.YOU CAN'T'LIK' ASTIK
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103 High Street
Sheppertori
Middlesex
TW179BL
, Tel:(09322) 48145
PhOIOW (,

Prln~d

SOLEUKAGENTS
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
by SIe-phM1 Preu Horrow

ond.

'Firest-K'
ANTENNAS

.w~y
TH1·C.·NfJPl.l

